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Memphian To Attend
Boy's Club Confab
Dr. T. W. Northcross will vision's Bob Richards; His
represent the Goodwill Boys' Eminence John Cardinal Cody,
Club at the and annual Boys' Archbishop of Chicago; WhitGab of America convention, ney M. Young Jr., executive
May 12-16, at Chicago's Palmer
director of the National Urban
House.
Dr. Northcross, president of League; Milton Rector, exeBoys'
Club cutive director of the National
Goodwill
The
Board of Directors, will join Council on Crime and Delinmore than 1,000 lay and pro- quency; William I. Niohols, edifessional workers from the 760 tor and publisher of This Week
Boys' Club now serving over Magazine, and Gerald Crhsiten750,000 youngsters throughout son, executive director of the
President's Council on Youth
the nation.
Delegates will take part in Opportunity.
some 50 forums, workshops W. Clement Stone, president
and training sessions with na- of the Combined Insurance
tionally known educators, civ- Company of America and the
ic and business leaders. The Chicago Boys' Club, and Genesessions are designed to sharp- ral Robert E. Woods, whose
en the skills of Boys' Club leadership built Sears-Roebuck,
workers and increase the ef- are the convention chairmen.
fectiveness of the organiza- Both are members of the
tion's drive for "Juvenile De- national board of directors of
cency."
the Boys' Club of America, and
Highlighting the convention long active in the Boys' Club
will be appearances by tele- movement.
•

.
4
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Poor March Hit In Detroit
DETROIT — 26 marchers injured in Detroit last Monday
when local police stampeded a
group of pilgrims headed for the
Poor People's March in Washington.
Mrs. Karen Asby, who was
accompanied by her eight-yearold son, Jerry, was struck in the
back of the head by a policeman who used either a night
stick or a black jack, according to reports. The woman was

Police Stampede Poor

Officials of the Southern from Milwaukee.
Christian Leadership Confer-' Youths in the march are said
ence, sponsors of the poor cru- to have made an attempt to
sade, expressed anger at what block the path of the truck
has been termed the most fla- and prevent it from removing
grant example of open police the stalled auto.
brutality and hostility to occur
since Alabama state troopers, At this point an order was
mounted on horseback, rode given, and mounted police
over a group of civil rights formed a phalanx and "rode
marchers before television at full gallup", one report said,
mowing down the crowd and
cameras in Selma.
trampling
those who bad fall7
2,
Pages
on
DR. NORTHCROSS
Photos
See
Monday's incident occurred en.
after a communications car,
The marchers were pushed
part of the caravan, stalled on
taken unconscious to the De-' a busy thoroughfare near De- back in the direction of Cobo
trod Receiving Hospital and troit's large auditorium, Cobo Hall. Many sought refuge inside the arena, but reportedly
showed early indications of Hall.
found themselves confronted
paralysis
The marchers were attempt- by helmeted police officers who
y The Owner
She was reported to be in ing to have the car moved launched an attack using billy
fair condition late yesterday. when they were notified by po- clubs to flail women and chilDonald Hill suffered con- lice that a city tow truck was dren as well as men, one recusions to the head. And being sent to haul the vehicle. port said.
Brown was treated for a three
A white man, who is a DeThe owner of the Blue Note inch laceration on top of his The Rev. Charles Billups,
SCLC staff member from Chi- troit resident, told newsmen
, Lounge at 585 Boston st. was head.
cago, said he pleaded with lo- he witnessed several beatings
The group of marc her s, cal police not to impound the and said he became "sick at
Sunday
last
early
arrested
'
which left Detroit yesterday at car, telling them that it would the stomach."
morning and charged with about 4:30 p.m., headed for
According to the police recreate a financial hardship for
assault to murder and carrying Cleveland, was composed of the campaign. Billups report- port, Brown told of being
the 400 people who departed
the fleea pistol after he shot a patron from Chicago last week along edly told the officers that mem- caught in the midst of
A 33-year-old cab driver,
bers of the caravan would see ing crowd. He said he observwas in was his waiting room,
inside the establishment.
who got tired of seeing his
with others from surrounding that the car was
moved as ed several officers beating a
and he said it was, but that
states that make up the Mid- swiftly as possible.
Negro passengers go into the
1415
of
44,
white woman who was with
Graham,
Thomas
it was for his white patients.
OLDEST MARCHER — The el- March." An unidentified comrear entrance and into the col- "When I told him that I was McNeil, has been charged in western caravan.
the marchers, and attempted
gentleman pictured here, panion of this man said. "this
derly
The
truck,
was
however,
two
in
now
number
total
The
M.
E.
Dr.
of
he
room
said
He
her.
extricate
to
ored waiting
going to remain right there,
of Marks, Miss., is man is 94 years old." (Photo
resident
a
moved
in
over
from
objections
MorHorace
1,200,
accordis
caravan
of
shooting
the
the
was beaten back and then ran
Molinski of 2348 Deadrick ave., the doctor said that he would
the oldest partici- by ('ontinental)
be
to
Billups
and
said
Father
James
Coordinator
decided recently that it was throw me out if I did not gan, 23, of 2600 Belt Line Cove. ing to Midwest
in the "Poor People's
pant
Groppi,
the
Page
2
See
Catholic
priest
Hollins.
Billy
medical
time for him to get a
According to witnesses, Morleave," Mrs. Campbell said.
checkup. He went to see Dr. After he refused to get out
gan became unruly after he
Molinski.
of the chair, he said Dr. Mo- was unable to make an afterAaron Lee Campbell, 33, of linski rushed over towards him,
purchase of a quart of
1915 Hubert, Apt. 3, a driver but when he began smiling, hours
argued with the
and
beer
Cab
Mound
for the Orange
the doctor changed his mind , bouncer, Lloyd Hunt, 47, of
Company, said he expected to and telephoned for the police.1
2344 Golden st.
have some trouble at the Mo- Mrs. Campbell said that beDuring the disturbance, Gralinski office, so he prepared fore the officers arrived, he
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, execu- nocent persons beaten and ar.
ham pulled a pistol and shot
for it before he left home.
asked Dr. Molinski if he didn't Morgan in the left side of the tive secretary of the Memphis rested without causes. Children
"Like the late Dr. Martin think that Negroes were just
A 25-year-o1d minister, a gan backing up just as young they towed the 1967 Camaro
branch of the NAACP, said beaten, intimidated and chased
Luther King, I believe in non- as good as whites, and he re- neck.
studen at the Harding College Mr. Austin smashed his wind- to the lot and later arrested
Virviolence, so I prayed and took plied, "No, you are not as good
Morgan remained in the this week that the branch has like criminals.
Graduate School of Bible and shield with a brick. He called its owner, the Rev. Orem
gil Knox, white, who denied
treat- filled 66 complaints of brutality
the
was
stop
day,
to
one
for
neighbors
his
for
hospital
God with me," he said.
was
rd.
Cherry
at
1000
Religion
as the white man."
by Memphis police, Sheriff's Negro citizens beaten and charged with assault with in- fleeing motorist, who then he attempted to assault the
The cab driver said he went When the police came, Mr. ed and released.
deputies, state troopers and *rested...far failing to observe tent to rape last Thursday jumped from the \ ehicle and young mother of two small
early
office
Molinski's
Dr.
to
Campbell said they took him
not applicable to evening after he posed as a vanished on foot.
during
children.
National Guardsmen
Friday morning, May 3, went outside, asked him what had
The intended victim's moth- The young minister has been
recent unrest here with the whites.
in the front door, and took a happened, and told him that
job interviewer and came to
U. S. Attorney General's Office Confusion in making arrest a woman's home who had run er-in-law said she learned that released on bond, and will be
seat in the front waiting room. he was just as good as anyone
and the Shelby County Attor- —taking someone else into cus- an ad in a daily newspaper. the man found an insurance tried in Criminal Court on the
"A nurse asked me to get up else, but that Dr. Molinski was
agent and had him drive him assault with intent to rape
ney General's office.
and go in the back, and when not obligated to wait on him.
rtody when officers were unThe complaint was filed by out of the community.
charge.
I refused she went and got Dr. He left.
Mrs. Smith said there have able to find the one charged. Mrs. Irene Austin, 21, of 1282
She said the man was cut Officials at the Harding Col.
police
of
Molinski. He came in and said
these
reports
that
in
quests
e
r
Conflict
the
been
placed
had
who
Smith st.,
Mr. Campbell said his next
during his leap through the lege Graduate School of Bible
if I wanted to see him I wouldi stop was the Airways Clinic,
charges be investigated by the department and relatives of ad for work as a maid or facwindow, and that she plans to and Religion said the young
have to wait in the back room where he talked to doctors
Department Justice and the two persons killed by'police. tory worker. Arrested was the sue him for damages. Draper- minister has a completely dif"I asked him if the room I there about the segragated
Shelby County Grand Jury.
The shooting into congested Rev. Oren Virgil Knox, who ies on the window were slash- ferent story from that of the
Annual Woman's Day will
and fled on
waiting rooms.
comthe
areas and residential sections abandoned his car
ed as the man plunged through Austins, but they declined to
be celebrated next Sunday, She said most of
foot.
tell what he said his reasons
He said the doctor there May 19, at the First Baptist plainants were physically abus- of the city.
the glass.
were for going to the home.
Austin,
Mrs.
to
called,
were
According
police
the
After
ilady Misses claimed he would lose his cli- Chelsea at 500 N. Fourth st.
ed, most of them cursed and
Mrs. Smith said, "The Memexits if Negroes were allowed
some re- phis NAACP branch is gravely the man called the home short- —
and
"nigger,"
called
The guest speaker at the 3
to use the same waiting room.
either hospitalization or concerned with these charges. ly after noon last Thursday,
p.m. program will be Mrs. Gus- quired
said he had a factory job
Asked if he sought the checkUnnecessary burdens have been
sie P. Young, a member of treatment by a doctor.
paying two dollars an hour,
ups because he was ailing, Avery Chapel AME Church.
time
of
citizens—loss
The complaints included such horned by
and stated that he would like
For the first time in some Mrs. Campbell said, "No, I
Music will be sung by the wom- charges as the damaging of from jobs, heavy legal and to come by and interview her.
14 years, there was no "Break- am in good health."
an's chorus of Greater Mid- houses and entrance without medical espenses, humiliation
fast For Milady" given by the
dle Baptist Church.
search warrents; confiscation before families and neighbors She agreed to have him come
local chapter of Delta Sigma
to the home for the interview, Residents of Marion, Ark., could not go with him, and he
The morning message will of property by police which and traumatic experiences for and he arrived at the beautiTheta Sorority, Inc.
said they saw Crittenden Coun- got back in the cab and rode
children.
be given at 11 by the pastor, has not been returned; beating,
As spokesman for the gradhouse
a
ranch-style
short
ful
Sheriff's deputies beating a away.
ty
ing and gassing innocent citi- The complainants, Mrs. Smit
Rev. P. L. Rowe.
uate chapter said that the afwhile later, was invited in by Negro man at three locations in
A 20-year-old youth was stabAnother resident of Marion
arrested.
not
who
were
zens
said range from all economic the young woman and asked Marion last week, but at the
fair was canceled after the bed to death last Friday ngiht Mrs. Willye Lewis is general
the Tri-State Defender that
told
community.
Martin
the
of
InDr.
of
levels
include:
Other complaints
assassination
to take a seat.
after he and another man got chairman of Woman's Day.
time it was a mystery as to Mr. Vanzant had gotten out of
Luther King, Jr.
As the man, who identified waht crime he had committed
into an argument about a girl.
the cab and was walking toIn past years, the chapter
himself as "Bill" entered the and why he was later arrested.
Samuel Bolden of 973 Floriward West Memphis, when ofthe
on
has held a breakfast
living room, he pulled the door But Sheriff Marion Thomas
da st. was stabbed in the back
yelled to him, "Nigger,
ficer
closed behind him. It had been said the beating charge was a
Saturday before Mother's Day by Roy Earl Beverly, 21, of
come on and get in this car."
open when he arrived, Mrs. lie, though deputies had to
and has honored a mother in 717 Wright, whlie standing in
He said the man replied that
Austin said.
the community as the "Mother front of 699 Danny Thomas
"manhandle" the man later
had not done anything, and
he
He then told the young womof the Year."
blvd.
identified as Faril Vanzant to
an. "You know what I am here
the officers knocked him unScholarships are also pre- The Bolden youth died early
to jail, because he had
him
get
for," and remained standing
conscious, threw him in the
sented to young high school Saturday morning in John Gasafter she asked him to be seat- lost his mind.
back of the patrol car and
ton Hospital.
seniors during the affair
had been living
Vanzant
Mr.
ed.
drove off."
After she asked him to be in West Memphis, and had
Another witness said the ofseated the second time, he said come to Marion in a cab to see
ficers
stopped the patrol car
Martha
Mrs.
mother.
his
again, "No, you know what I
am here for," and grabbed her Haskins, who lives in Marion in front of Hammett's City
by the top of the dress and at- with another son, Ishamael Cash Grocery store, opened
the doors, and made the man
tempted to force her down on Haskins.
Mrs. Haskins said her son get out before beating him
a couch in the living room, she
told her that he wanted her to again.
said.
Later that evening, a woAfter Mrs. Austin began go to West Memphis to see a
screaming, her husband, Wil- sister, Mrs. Elvee Thomas, man said the officers carried
liam Austin, ran in from their who died and was buried in the man to a road outside of
bedroom; her father-in-law, New York in April. He told Marion and beat him again in
James Austin, rushed in from his mother that the sister was the Mount City area.
Sheriff Thomas said he had
his bedroom, and her mother- not dead but was in his locked
sent the man on to the Arkanin-law, Mrs. James Austin, ran room in West Memphis.
in from the den.
Mrs. Haskins said she told sas State Hospital for the InAs the intended victim's hus- her son that she had to take sane at Little Rock shortly
band grappled with the man, care of some business and after he was taken into custody.
he lost his eyeglasses and his
watch. The younger Mr. Austin said the man attempted
to escape through the living
room door, but could not do so
because the handle was missing.
He remained in the living
room until the younger Mr.
The May 19 Mass Meeting
The Memphis Branch
Austin ran into the kitchen and
NAACP will observe the four- will also mark the official clireturned with an ice pick.
The Rev. Mr. Knox, who was teenth anniversary of the 1954 max of the Annual Spring
Campaign. All
described as a "little over five Supreme Court Decision out- Membership
feet tall," then "crouched lawing discrimination in pub- workers are urged to make a
down in the floor like a bull lic education with a Mass Meet- report on or before that date.
Annual merit awards will be
frog," according to the young ing to be held at 7:30 P.M.
the individuals
woman's husband, leaped over on Sunday, May 19, at the presented to
a coffee table, cleared a sofa, Pentecostal Temple Church of or individual who have made
and went through a picture God in Christ, 229 So. Danny the most outstanding contributions to the Branch during
window measuring 51 by 57 Thomas Boulevard.
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Sr. the past year.
inches.
Plaques
Membership
Life
The intruder locked all of his is the minister.
7 p.m. at the Club RoseSTARRING MODELS
of this year's an- will be presented to those inyoung
theme
The
the
when
and
doors,
car
modother
25
Some
wood.
These two top Memphis
husband found that he could nual Mass Meeting will be "Sa- dividuals, organizations, or
els will be seen in the show
fashion models, Jude Eland
f
ersel
get in, he took the ice lute To Your NAACP." The churches who have completed
h
not
for
sistance
Marks, Miss., was a oneREASONS FOR LEAVING
sponsored by the Artist and
land, left, and Unis of Memhelp in
and punctured all four of program will feature citizens payment during the past year.
pick
Promised
she
children.
said
She
of
way
youngest
Joan
journey.
the
Mrs.
Holding
with
flub
—
featured
Models
phis will be the
Music will be sung by the
from all walks of life who have
tires.
she
so
man's
the
not
April
did
arrive,
Janwilast
husband
this
her
lost
children,
narrator.
her seven
S.W. Golden as
models is the Holiday in
Temple choir.
the
Pentecostal
from
benefited
four
all
directly
that
fact
the
(Withis
good.
Despite
for
leaving
uary, and has since been
dowed mother told reportFashions for men will also
Pails fashion show to be
The public is invited.
be- work of the local NAACP.
driver
the
down,
were
tires
ers
Photo)
aswelfare
from
to
away
get
unable
trip
her
that
ers
modeled.
at
be
pretested nest Sunday

A

Patron Is Shot
B
Of Blue Note

Front Waiting Rooms
'Too Good' For Cabby

Local NAACP Reports
66 Brutality Cases

Minister Leaps Through Picture
Window Fleeing From Ice Pick

First Baptist
Plans Woman's
Day Program

M
Her Breakfast

Spat About Girl
Ends In Slaying

8

Sheriff Denies Insane
Man Beaten In Marion

NAACP To Observe 1954
Supreme Court Decision

9
6
8
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Racism At Party
Conventions Hit
By Rights Panel

Continued From Page 1

Ramsey Lewis Becomes Dad For 6th Time

for cover inside Cobo Hall
where he was then accosted
by policemen, one of whom
rammed his fist into his to
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
mach.
Commission on Civil Rights
Brown said he was then
struck in the head by another urged both political parties to
policeman. He said the instru- bar delegations to their nationment used was a night stick.
from any states
One woman reportedly drop- al conventions
ped a small child when she that refuse to give Negroes
was hit by police.
equal political rights.
Rev. Billups and Fr. Groppi
voluntary acwere credited with bringing If there is no
the aituation under control. tion, the commission said,
But tempers were reportedly Congress should set specific
still running high among blacks
the 15th
guidelines under
and white supporters.
that Neinsure
to
amendment
SCLC officials, the Rev. Andrew Young and Hosea Wil- groes are given a full political
liams, went to Detroit yesterday to take part in a meeting voice.
with Mayor Jerome Cavanagh The commission concluded in
and local rights leaders includ- a report that despite political
ing former Chicagoan Frank gains under the 1965 Voting
Ditto.
Rights Act, Negroes in the
Ditto reportedly gave Cavp- south have generally been ignagh a list of names and badge nored or excluded by the Renumbers of policemen alleged publician and Democratic parto have trampled and beat the ties.
marchers.
Negro councilman Nicholas
Hood said he pleaded with po- Church To Hold Tea
with poor people loaded for
MULE TRAIN FROM
lice to use restraint in the situthe march on Washington.
MARKS — These covered
ation, but was reportedly told awn 4 to 7 p.m. in the ra
Mules and wagons were
by one white officer, "No nig- dar Tea on Sunday. May 19. mule trains set est trent
shipped
in and the long
on
Monday
Marks.
Miss.,
ger is going to tell us what to will present its annual Calen-1
do."
tante Life Insurance Company
Sarah Brown branch of the
Others at the meeting with building.
Mayor Cavanagh expressed
YWCA at 1044 Mississippi blvd.
and fashicei
program
A
fear that blacks in the city
will be staged. The pub-1 The Bluff City and Shelby All members are asked to be
might be considering some show
lie is invited.
form of retaliation.
[County Council of Civic Clubs present when the meeting
Cavanagh agreed to start an Rev. J. L. Gleese is pastor II will
hold its monthly meeting starts at 4 p.m.
investigation of the incident. of the church.
Frank Kilpatrick is president
I next Sunday, May 19, at the of the organization.
Rev. Ralph David Abernathy,
president of SCLC, has indi- men that while there has been ,
cated that similar incidents widespread talk that black mil-t
have taken place in other cities itants would start a riot, it
have appears that policemen and
where poor marchers
traveled.
White racists are trying to inHe is said to have told news- cite violence.

Jazz star Ramsey Lewis and arrival In a father's waiting Vita Denise, 11; Ramsey ILL
11; Marcus Kevin, 7; Dawn
his wife, Geri, became the room.
Alyce, 5; and Kendall Kelly,
_,_
ounce
parents of a 7 pound, 3
The other Lewis children 2. The family lives in South
baby boy yesterday morning in
Shore.
Holy Cross HospitaL
are:
Both mother and son — to
re namee
—
tin dFray
are
doctors said.

Councilman To Lead Washington Caravan

Councilman J. 0. Patterson, $-44.50. Tickets may be purThe father, A Grammy Jr., will lead a caravan of chased at 187 S. Danny ThoAward winning pianist was buses from Memphis to Wash- mas blvd. Reservations may
nervously awaiting the baby's ington, D. C., on Tuesday, be made by calling 325-7731.
May 28, at 10 a.m.
The buses — the Poor Peo- J. 0. Patterson is chairman,
ple's Special — will return 0. W. Pickett vice chairman,
from Memphis on Friday, T. J. Marietta transportation
coordinator, and
Mrs. P.
May Si, at 10 p.m.
The round-trip fare will be Jones secreatry.

IT'S
TOO SMOOTH
FOR WORDS
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trek began from the poorest county in the United
States. (Withers Photo)
RAMSEY LEWIS

'Council To Meet
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Attorney Will Speak
On Lane's Alumni Day

ROYAL RECEPTION —
Roy Wilkins ,NAACP executive director, is greeted
at royal reception by their
Imperial Majesties, the Sim-

hanshah and Empress Farah, right, of Iran, as
other guests look on. Mr.
Wilkins headed the United
States delegation to the

UN International Conference on Human Rights
meeting in Tehran, Iran,
April 22-May 10.

Sengstacke To Address
Illinois Panel's Meeti

Attorney Thomas H. Countee physics department at Calvin
will address the alumni and the Coolidge High School in Wash1968 Lane College graduating ington, D.C., He is a practicing
class at the annual alumni 'attorney and real estate broker.
banquet, Saturday, May 25 at He is the recipient of many
7:30 p.m. in the C.A. Kirkendoll outstanding awards including
the District of Columbia "OutStudent Center.
Attorney Countee, a 1928 standing Contribution to the
graduate of Lane College also Field of Education" 1964.
holds the M.S. Degree in Phys- Other events of Alumni Day
ics from the University of will include: Registration and
Michigan and the LL.B de- coffee, 10:00 a.m., Pilgrimage
gree from Howard University. to the grave of the founder,
He has served as assistant 12:00 noon, class meetings,
professor of physics at Tuske- 1:00 p.m. Dutch luncheon and
gee Institute. Tuskegee, Ala- National Alumni meeting, 2:00
bama professor of Physics at p.m., Tour of Jubilee Hall and
St. Augustine, Jarvis and Wi- campus, 4:30 p.m.
ley Colleges, research physi- All alumni of the college are
cist at National Bureau of Stan- invited to participate in Alumdards and U.S. Army Signal ni Day activities.
Corps and presently heads the

Singer Receives
Humanitarian Award

those
Roland Hayes, internationally recognize
individuals
famed concert tenor, was who have used their artistic
awarded F i sk University's talents to promote better undercoveted Humanitarian Award standing and closer relationin the Arts at the Fisk Arts ships among all people.
Festival in April.
Mr. Hayes gave his first conMrs. Hayes became the cert in Boston in the 1915-16
Daily Defender Editor and C. Joseph Ehrenberg, exe- It recently completed a round fourth recipient of the annual season, but the cheers that
Publisher John H. Sengstacke cutive director, Jobs Now pro- of ten meetings in which prob- award at the President's Con- followed his artistry began at
will be among the prominent gram.
lems were examined on a vocation which was a part of this first overseas concert in
leaders who will address a James W. Cook, president of county by county basis.
the 39th Arts Festival. Now re- Aeolian Hall in London. He
special meeting of the IllinoLs Illinois Bell Telephone and re- At the Wednesday meeting, tired to his Boston home at the later sang before the Royal
Commission for Economic De- gional chairman of the Na- Commission m e mbers will age of 80, he still bore traces families of Europe and was,
velopment today at 1:30 p.m. tional Alliance for Business- concentrate their attention on of his magnetic stage presence applauded by audiences in
in the board room of the Mid- men, will discuss the activities economic p r o blems facing as he received the plaque most of the major capitols of
land Hotel.
of the Alliance and its pro- Negroes throughout the state. from Dr. James R. Lawson, the world.
In presenting the citation,
The Commission is com- Fisk president.
Subject of the high priority gress.
meeting is employment prob- Other speakers, according to posed of five members of the Previous recipients of the Dr. Lawson said, "Roland
lems of minority group mem- State Sen. Arthur R. Gottschalk Illinois Senate, five members award were actor-playwright Hayes has by precept, by
bers in major urban areas of (R-Flossmoor), chairman of of the Illinois House, and seven Ossie Davis, Academy Award teaching and by continued
Illinois, according to Bruce the Commission, will present prominent businessmen. All winner Sydney Poitier, and generous support of all worthy
Locher, commission executive ideas on ways the State of members serve without pay. folk singer-actor Harry Bela- artistic and humanitarian efIllinois and private industry The Commission reviews the faonte. The award was estab- forts contributed immeasuradirector.
Joining Sengstacke will be can exert leadership in cre- activities of and makes re- lished by former Fisk Presi- bly to the cause of freedom
other featured speakers. They ating a healthy economic cli- commendations to the Illinois dent Dr. Stephen J. Wright to and human dignity,"
mate
with
abundant jobs Department of Business and
are:
W. Leonard Evans, Jr., presi- for minority group members. Economic Development, which
dent and publisher, Tuesday Special attention will be given it helped to create. It also
to employment problems fac- makes recommendations to the
Publications;
Illinois Legislature on legal
George A. Gregg, president ing Negroes.
and chairman of the Board, The Commission for Eco- action needed to improve t h e
Chicago Economic Develop- nomic development programs. economic climate in the state.
ment Corporation;
The librarians and members as follows:
Daryl F. Grisham, president,
of the English department of MONDAY, April 23: A book
Cosmopolitan C h a mber of
Booker T. Washington High by Nat D. Williams, WashCorn merce;
School joined in the cele- ington social studies teaHenry P. Hervey, president,
bration of National Library cher of "The Confessions of
Independence Bank;
Week at the school April 21-27. Nat Turner" by William
Barnett Larks, Illinois State
The theme for this year's .Styron.
Employment Service, Chicago; The General Alumni Asso- will conduct class parties Fri- observance was "Be All You 'TUESDAY, April 24: A
demonstration on "How a
Raymond Clark of Omaha, ciation of LeMeyne College is day night, May 24, and all Can-Read."
who has played a prominent making final plans for the an- alumni of the college have been As a prelude to National Book is. Made" by E. K.
role in setting up various em- nual meeting of the association invited to attend the morning Library Week, a Read-A- Thompson, Washi ngton
graduates of serivce at Second Congrega- Rama Reading Contest was printing teacher.
ployment programs for Negroes and a reunion
all
of
LeMoyne's
'8' classes tional Church, Sunday, May 26. held with 90 students reading WEDNESDAY, April 25:
throughout the country; and
(1898, 1908, 1918, 1928, 1938, General chairman of reunion as many books as possible du- Book review by J.K. Carr,
activity is LeRoy Van John- ring the period from March 1- administrative intern,
1948 and 1958).
The annual meeting, which son, city school teacher and April 10. Eight students read Memphis City Schools and
former social studies teawill feature an election of na- church worker. Reunion class more than 10 books each.
tional officers for the next chairmen chosen to date are Winners and the number of cher at Washington, of
two years, is scheduled for Clifton L. Mosley, Mrs. Eliza- books they read during that "Where Do We Go From
Saturday morning, May 25, beth Parker Martin, Mrs. time were Catherine Walton, Here — Community or
starting at 1 o'clock. There Yvonne Acey and Miss Harry 17; Willamena Murphy, 15; Chaos?" by Dr. Martin Luwill be a coffee-tea hour and Mae Simons. Co-chairman to Willie Ruth Gibson, and Con- ther King, Jr.
tour of the college's new stu- Mr. Mosley is Mrs. Ritta nie Walker, 13; Sandra Ham- THURSDAY, A p ril 25:
dent center from 9 to 10:30 Hawkins Smith, and assisting ilton, 12; and Barbara Bowers, Book Fair with more than
Mrs. Martin is Mrs. Vera Pamela Nelson and
Anna 20 titles and 1,500 books on
the same morning.
Clark.
Riley, 11 each.
display.
of College President Hollis F.
Ragsdale
Mrs. Opal
The winners were presented FRIDAY. April 26: Book
MAP-South h a s announced Price's annual luncheon for
certificates of merit, paper- Fair continued because of
that she has 30 openings for alumni will start at 1:30 p. m.
back books and assigned as its huge success on previous
at
the
close
of
the
annual
meetyoung men and women who
book
reviewers to English day. Special feature was
wish to earn $10 a month while ing and election.
classes druing National Library adult selections by memreceiving training at Job Corps Highlighting the luncheon will
Week.
bers of the faculty.
centers throughout the country. be President Price's state of The Baptist Industrial Col- The week's,
activities were
the
college
address, a report of lege and Seminary of HernanThere are 15 openings for
young men and 15 for young financial gifts to the college do, Miss. will present the
women, she said. Applications from LeMoyne clubs, and the famous Lane College choir in
will be taken on May 21 at presentation of college plaques concert next Sunday, May 19,
MAP-South headquarters at and the "alumnus of the Year" at Pilgrim Rest Baptist
Church at 491 E. McLemore.
138 S. Fourth St. from 8:30 un- award.
til 5 p.m. Her telephone num- Chosen by the awards com- Special guests will be Frank
mittee to receive the alumnus Duffy and former Mayor Wilber is 526-8596.
Courses available for men of the year award is Mrs. Lil- liam B. Ingram, Jr. The choir
are electronics, IBM machines, lian M. Benbow of Detroit, a of Bloomfield Baptist Church
and 1944 graduate of LeMoyne and will be the guest choir.
mechanics, butchering
now a government official in Dr. C. M. Lee is host pastor
business administration.
women are the Motor City.
Courses for
for the concert. Dr. Charles W.
business administration, IBM, A gay reception is planned Guy is president of the Baptist
practical nursing, cosmetology for _Saturday night, May 25. Industrial College and SemiSeveral of the reunion classes nary.
and. electronics.

INTERNATIONAL YEAR

FOR

HUMAN RIGHTS
SPEAKING FOR US —
Roy Wilkins, executive director of the NAACP, states
the United States position
at a session of the UN In-

ternational Conference on
Human Rights held in Tehran, Iran, April 22-May 10.
Mrs. Wilkins headed the
American delegation to this

conference. Seated in rear
and immediate right of Mr.
Wilkins is her Imperial Majesty, Princess Ashrat of
Iran, conference president.

Washington Observes
National Library Week

Chairmen Appointed
For Class Reunions
a

30 Openings
Are Announced
For Job Corps

Lane To Present
Benefit Concert

a collector's item

Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING'S
last sermon in Birmingham
Plus his song
:Vie Shall Overcome"

48 MINUTES

WDIA
WDIA has added a new soul brother to
its deejay ranks. He is ROBERT LOUIS
HICKS, known to his fans as "The
Fatman." From 3:00 to 7:00, Monday
through Saturday, he encees a Rhythmand-Blues show beamed to the younger
set.
Mr. Hicks was born in Pensacola, Fla.
When he was a child, his family moved to
Toledo, Ohio, and there he went to grammer
school and high school. H. attended Wayne
State University, in Detroit, where he started
his radio career as a jazz announcer for
wCHD-FM. His move into RBB was with
Detroit's WCHB. Returning to Toledo, he helped
program a new R&B station, WTOD-FM.
•

From Toledo, Mr. Hicks took a long hop to
WEGO in Atlanta. Working the 3:00 to 6:00 PM
drive-ilm• slot, he become one of Atlanta's
top-rated deejays and picked up "The Fotmort"
tag,
Mr.Hicks is the youngest in o family of two
sisters and on• brother.

MR. ROBERT LOUIS HICKS

Stereo or Monaural

8 x 10 "PHOTO
of Dr. King's last arrest in
Birmingham
As if Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. had a premonition that
Memphis would be the end of his earthly road, he devoted his last sermon in Birmingham tracing the Civil
Rights movement, and his plans for black men and women
reaching the promised land. He spoke of the 1955 Montgomery bus boycott, the 1961 Freedom rides, facing police
dogs and fire hoses in Birmingham in 1%3, the Selma to
Montgomery march, and his views on Eugene "Bull" Connor, George Wallace, President Kennedy, and riots. For
your record fill in coupon and mail immediately to SOUL,
PRODUcTIONS, P.O. BOX 421, Birmingham, Alabama.

O 12" Long Play Record $3.00 Post. Pd.
(Stereo $1.00 extra)
0 8" x 10" Photo $1.00
Name_
Address

WONDER BREAD

In the new Sta-Fresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wrapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes, Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

# e120

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the,
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

„is

1 44
0e WONDER.

4

-'4;
ENRICHED BREAD
0
•helps build strong bodies 12 ways.

0

City and Zip Code

Helps build strong bodies12 ways!.

4
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Uphold Gregory's
Conviction, Vow
Top Court Appeal

SCLC Official Picked
For Delta Ministry

—The citizenship education, welfare,
NEW YORK, N Y
Rev. Andrew J. Young of At- and relief, and education.
lanta, Ga., executive vice pres- The staff team of 32 di
ident of the Southern Christian rected by Owen Brooks, asLeadership Conference, has sociate director, with offices
been named chairman of the In Greenville, Miss.
National Council of Churches' Besides support from mawas convicted in
Delta Ministry, it was an- jor denominations in the United
The Illinois Appelate Court Gregory
magistrate court in April, 1966
upheld
unanimously
nounced s i multaneously
States,
Monday
the Delta
in
Ministry
New York City and at Delta has received numerous grants
the jury conviction of enter- by a jury of six men and six
Ministry
head quarters in' from overseas churches, intainer Dick Gregory for al- women on two counts of bateluding recent grants from
Greenville, Miss.
legedly kicking and biting tery and two resisting arrest.
Dutch
and
Danish
churches
policemen who arrested him Judge Maurice W. Lee ordered
as
Mr. Young, wtio left the
-a
to
Dr.
memorial
King.
during a 1965 sit-in demon- Gregory fined and sentence
staff of the National Counicl
stration.
in 1961 to work for Dr. Martin
him to jail for five months.
Luther King, Jr., will preside
After the verdict, Gregory's The charges stemmed from
over the 35-member commisattorney, Jean Williams, vowed the arrest of Gregory, along
sion which governs the Delta
to appeal the case "to the with 220 other persons during
Ministry program, primarily in
U.S. Supreme Court if neces- a march and sit-in at Grant
sary...
counties of the Mississippi
Park in June, 1985, to present
Delta a r ea. He succeeds
The judges rejected several the policies of former school
the Rev. Paul 0. Madsen of The Home Land Church of
for
arguments in the appeal
supt. Benjamin C. Willis.
Valley Forge, Pa • associate God in Christ will observe an"lack of evidence," including
executive of the American nual Women's Day on Sunday.
Five policemen testified at
was
Gregory
that
an allegation
Baptist Home Mission Society. May 19, and the public is indenied a fair trial because the trial that Gregory kicked
The incoming Delta Ministry vited.
of a "systematic exclusion of and bit officers who carried
chairman served as associate The guest speaker for the
him to a paddywagon. Another
Negroes" from the jury.
executive director of the NCC afternoon program at 3
p m.
The judges said the appeal policeman testified that GreDepartment of Youth Work
be Missionary Fannie
offered no evidence to show the gory claimed someone had
from 1957-61. He was formerly will
Page.
jury was not selected in ac- taken $40 from him, but offered
pastor of the Bethany Congrecordance with Illinois law or not to press the issue if
Mrs. Linnie M. Garrett is
gational Christian Church in
were
chairman of Women's Day.
loman, state superintendent U.S. Supreme Court jury pro- charges against him
Mrs. Thelma Winston,
Kerr ave. following
at
822
MEETING
WORKERS'
AT
Thomasville, Ga., and Everdrepped.
supervisor; Mission- 1 Minister L. Foster, assistF.D. Macklin is pastor
meeting.
cedure.
Elder
workers'
recent
state
a
Central
the
—Officials
of
green Congregational Christian
ary Lucille Morris, district 1 ant secretary of Central
of the church.
From left are Elder W.
Dioces of the Church of
Church of Beechton, Ga.
Diocese.
missionary; Elder Joe Hotover•
assistant
Thomas,
here
seen
Christ
are
God
in
He attended Dillard and How-.
Howell,
Bishop
J.
seer:
A.
Temple
Faith
front
of
In
ard Universities, graduating
1951, and received the B.D.
in C
degree from Hartford Seminary
Foundation in 1955. He was a
participant in the Austrian
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Work Camp sponsored by the
Place Your Order Now
Brethren Volunteer Service in
The Central Diocese of the Officials' Day was the Bishop: a prayer and consecration serv-f day night, May 3. She is also
For Individuals And Groups
state supervisor of the Wom1953 and was a faculty memChurch of God in Christ con- J. A. Howell. who is also pastor ice.
ber of United Christian Youth
cluded a series of worker's of Faith Temple.
The sermon' on Wednesday en's Department.
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
meetings, the
first, night, May 1, was given by The Sunshine Band, with
meetings last week at the Faith The
Movement training conferences.
The first annual band and Temple Church of God in Christ since the Central Diocese was1 Minister Joe Holloman, state Mrs. Martha Frazier in charge,
TAILORS
CUSTOM
organized, got underway on,superintendent of the Sunday met on Saturday, May 4. Young
As SCLC executive vice pres- choir concert of Cypress Junior at 822 Kerr ave.
ident, Mr. Young is the chid High School at 2109 Howell at. Delivering the sermon on Tuesday night. April 30, with School Department.
Ministers Night was observed
administrator of a major civil will be the crowning of two
State Young People's Willing that night with Elder Willie
INC.
and human rights organiza- May 19, in the school gymnaWorkers Night was celebrated Frazier presiding.
tion structured under a loose sium starting at 3:30 p. m.
on Thursday night, May 2, Church literature is now oo.
JA 7-9320
Vance Ave.
248
federation of nationwide af- One highlight of the concert
with Elder G. Howard giving sale at Faith Temple, and inMuseums
Memphis.
filiates that adhere to the will be the crowning of two
the message.
cludes Sunday School literamoral imperatives of a philos- students as king and queen of
Thel- ture by Young and YPWW
Evangelist-Missionary
.YOU Company Makes What Yee Ask Foe Anil
phy of nonviolence deeply the Gray and White Drive.
ma Winston delivered the in- Topics by Jones.
Creates What Yoe This*
rooted in the thinking of Jesus, The band of 75 members will
spirational message on FriHenry Thoreau and Mahatma be dircted by William R.
Gandhi. He was a close and Cooper. The choir includes 103 NEW YORK (UPI) — Black Orleans at present on charges
influential aide to SCLC's presi- voices and will be directed by Power advocate H. Rap Brown of violating federal firearms
earlier
this regulations.
married
dent, the late Rev Dr. Martin Mrs. Betty Mimms. The two was
directors are members of the month to a young New York The Rev. Dr. Peter H. SamLuther King. Jr
City school teacher, it was son said about 10 persons atMEAT AND PRODUCE PRICES
The Delta Ministry was es- school's music department.
WE RESERVE
GOOD THRU MAY IS
tended the 10 p.m. ceremony
tablished in 1964 by the NCC There will be an admission learned Tuesday.
ALL OTHER PRtCES
as a long term project for fee of one dollar for adults and Brown, 24, wed Lynne Dos- and reception that followed.
0000 THRU
THE RIOT
well, 22, on May 3 in a private Among them were Brown's
MAY 11, low
relief and community develop- 50 cents for students.
LIMIT
TO
Mrs. Mimms is chairman of ceremony in the suburban sister and the bride's brother.
ment and reconciliation.
Its major current projects in- the concert and Mrs. Mattye mamaroneck home of one of Another of Brown's attorneys,
his attorney's, William M. Howard Moore Jr. of New Orclude economic development, Watson cochairman.
James Barber is principal Kunstler.
leans, acted as his witness.
of Cypress Junior High SchooL Brown Is on trial in New
• Layealwead C•oter
•Gotwoll at Berson
t•P,
e National at Jockasso
•Cholsspo of Thomas
•QuInc• at Sea lisle
•Warthogs., Shopping Cs,.
•Macon at Walla Station
•Southland Mall

15

at
t'h
I.
t'll

Women's Day
At Home Land

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

ypress Plans
First Annual Central Diocese Holds First Workers Meeting
Music Program

BHS

Reveal Rap Brown's
Marriage To Teacher

or

NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD
STORES

Castalia Is Honoring
Its Pastor And Wife

Mclemore at Neptune
Chelsea at Thomas

The Castalia Missionary Bap- receive and assimilate them
tist Church will celebrate the and let these ideas grow in
pastor and wife's 19th anniver- the minds of the leaders and
sary, beginning May 16th finally be expounded and put
through 19th. Some of the mini- Into operation by us, as we
sters will pay special tributes ourselves had thought of it in
to this occasion. Rev. 0.C. Col- the first place. You understand
lins of Progressive Baptist and recognize the educational
Church. Rev. R.L. Mitchell of program of the church as a
the Magnolia Baptist Church viol. integral, and important
and Rev. E.V McGee of Mt. part of the total life of the
Zion Baptist Church
church.
The members of Castalia Today we salute The Pas.Missionary Baptist Church are
tor of The Castalia Missionary
dedicating this tribute to Rev.
Baptist Church as a Preacher,
IL BAP BROWN
Leader, Educator, Evangelist,
"Rev. Calvin Mims, we are
Counselor, and Ackninistrator.
proud to let others know and
"May God Bless your good
,read about a man who is a
wife Mrs. Ann Mims who is
preacher,
leader,
educator,
by your side and possesses the
ievangelist, counselor and adquality of a woman who dediministrator. For you command
cated herself with you as One
and teach that which is deIn Christ"
1 dared with certainty and authority, vhat the Bible teaches. You are a worthy example'
of Christian character.
"Rev. Mims you know that
teaching is a sacred trust and
1one should work tirelessly to
.1 become a good teacher. You
call for improvement at every
The Rev. Charles Pitts, of the point. You make it possible for
First Baptist Church, in Hazel- us to have better study, buildwood, Ohio, offers a prayer for ing and physical facilities. You
members of the Poor People's.see that the church produces
Marchers, as they pass through results in changed per son I.
Cincinnati, on their way to You have helped us to underWashington, where they will stand life's most important
demand a better deal for the!valves and to follow purposes
nation's improverished.;to live life at its best.
March leaders have vowed to "Rev. Mims, you are a wise
keep the demonstration non- and unselfish man who can
violent — and so far, they have think ahead of your people,
largely succeeded. (UPI Tele- suggest new ideas gradually,
in order that we are able to
photo)
FM ESTIMATES
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SLIP COVERS
CUSTOM TAILORED
SAMPLES SHOWN,
CUT AND FIT IN
YOUR HOME FROM
100% coTrorr
FARR1CS
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1111 CAR FIll11111 1101M
•
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• venetian Med.
• Docorativs
Shade.
• N mica! Blinds
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Save Del farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity,
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LOW PRICES
Farm Fresh.

WHOLE
FRYERS

cot up
31e HI

lb. Li Y

SOUTHERN BELL
Smoked
Sliced
lb.

Good Salads Begin with
head

HUNT or
DEL MONTE

PEACHES

ro
43
i co
A

PICNICS
LETTUCE
ICEBERg

lb. I j

3
3
3 y2-size

1.1b. 12-oz
cans $1

CHUCK ROAST 1047 Y
U.S. Choice Grade

•
/
1
4..

RIB STEAK

lb.890

Crisp and Crunchy

FRESH
CELERY

2 in bch

104 'off
gt. box

CHEER

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

TOMATO
JUICE

2-1b. 12-oz.$
cans
1

BREAST OF CHICKEN

CHUNK
TUNA

pre
Sus

U.S. Choice Grade
Center Cut

cans

PERT

60-ct.

NAPKINS

box

290
69C
1oe

EASY LIFE
$1

CHARCOAL 201:alb.
BRIQUETTES g

Austrian Shades

W, LL AM,. . _

A

Fi
dau
lie

lag NM

• Docoratico Wood
chador

Draperies—Custom Tailored

Is

POTATO
CHIPS

9-oz.
pkg.
.
WITH COUPON

DEL FARM
MS'S

III

SO FRESH
POTATO CHIPS

10

Witil mopes' and pendia* of WOO et wont
occluslioqi Boor. Tobacco. Flesh Milk. Its Creams
and Ire Milk. Limit ewe cesspool
Gaper, expires Star 21, 190 per cestessier.
win

SHACE & AWNING CO.
216 S. Pauline
_

275-4431

PI
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Information
Is Needed For
GI Insurance

Trenton News
Mrs. Bertha (Taylor) Burrus Lela Bell Landis were
held
suffered an attack in her home at Martin Tabernacle
CME'
on West Fourth St. on May 3, Church on May 3.
She was the
and was carried to the Jack- daughter of the
late Mrs. tele
son-Madison County General and Mr.
Gilliam Johnson.
Hospital where she died the
Mr Sam Howard, father of
following day.
Eugene Howard
and
Mrs
Funeral services for Mrs Virginia
H o w ard
Barnett,
Burrus were held on May 8 died unexpectedly in his home
at the Martin Tabernacle CME on Sunday, May 5. The funeral
Church with the pastor, Rev %Nits held on Friday, May 10,
L A. Stamps delivering the at the Salem Primitive Baptist
eulogy.
Church. The eulogy was given,
by Elder Florence. Sanders;
Also present for the funeral Funeral
Home was in charge.,
were Rev. R. E. Honeysucker, Mrs.
Joshie Ganaway is a'
presiding elder of the Browns- patient in Gibson
General
ville-Dyersburg District, and' Hospital
where she recently
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, pre- had
surgery.
siding elder of the Memphis Mrs. Dorothy Horton or May
II
District, both former pastors field. Ky., was laid to rest at
of Martin Tabernacle.
the Spring Hill Baptist Church
Burial was in the Ward on Thursday afternoon, May 2.,
Memorial Gardens at Trenton. She was the wife of Elder
Funeral services for Mrs. J'mmie Horton.

Club Will Sell
Plate Lunches

-

Plate lunches will be sold by
the Klondike Civic Club at its
new building at 943 Vollentine
ave. on Sunday, May 19, start
ing at 12:30.
Deliveries will be made, and
orders can be placed at the
Klondike Food Store, Jesse
.tames proprietor and presi-1
(lent of the civic club: Mrs.'
V. Moton at 274-5774 or Mrs. E
Chrysler at 274-4979.

ILA
sTITH

Gracious Ladies
Hear Mrs. Harris

Page 5

Veterans or their dependents
who write the Veterans Administration concerning G.I.
insurance are urged to include
the insurance number on all
correspondence.
If the veteran cannot include
the number that will identify
his insurance policy, he is advised to include his C number
— the claim number which is
assigned to each individual
veteran who has filed for
VA benefits.
The veteran who cannot include either number is advised to report this fact and
include his military serial
number, date and place of
birth and, of course, his full
name.

-

MEETING REPRESENTATATIVE — Melvin Phillips
II, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Phillips of 735 E.
Davant, shakes hands with
State Representative Glade
Clark, left, first Negro in
this century elected to that
position in Mississippi, at
a dinner given in his honor
to discuss progressive gov-

ernment. Young Phillips
is the newly elected president of the Student Council
of Carver High School,
president of the junior
class, the Royal Esquire
Club, editor of the Scroll
newspaper and member of
the Spanish Club. He is the
brother of Miss Barbara
Phillips.

Things Looking Up
or 'Name-Renter'

The VA points out that an
identifying
insurance
policy
or C number will allow VA to,
take action on the request
without necessary delay.
Letters *ith inadequate information have to be returned.
Correspondence conce rning
insurance should be sent to
either the St. Paul, Minn., or
Philadelphia, Pa., VA insurance office to which premium
' payments are sent.
Requests concerning other
veterans
benefits, including
those relating to the new G.I.
bill which covers veterans
with service after Jan. 31, 1955.
: should go to the veteran's nearest regional VA office.

Cash Prizes
To Be Awarded

Mrs. Nannie 1-11tris was the
guest speaker at a program
by the
sponsored recently
forth a sexy novel, which was The W.W. Social Club will
Gracious Ladies of Mt. Pisgah
By DICK WEST
"The Exhibitionist." hold a party on Saturday night.
christened
High School.
May 18, at 544 Edith, Apt. B.
WASHINGTON ( U PI) — Bonanza!
The young women are selectbeginning at 8 p.m., and adDavid
up
for
looking
;Things
are
ed for the organization on the
Today, as David Slavitt, he mission is 25 cents.
basis of scholarship, and per- Slavitt, founder of the Henry is still a respected but obscure
Money and other 'prizes will
Sutton R e nt-A-Pseudonym '
sonality.
poet. But as Henry Sutton, the be given away during the parAgency
Introducing the guest speak'
He may very well become, naughty novelist, he is the ty.
SHREVEPORT, La. — Lake er was Mrs. Marietta Brinkley,
Miss Ada I.. Adams is presinewest literary lion.
number
one in the pen name natio's
R. Stith. nephew of Mr. and teacher of Spanish and history.
dent of the club, and Mrs. Matbusiness,
without
And
Mrs. Mine Lefties, home rental
His book was immediately tie E. Folsom reporter.
Mrs. Milton Stith of Zi727 Finhailed by critics as "A cheap,
ney. St. Louis, has been pro- economics teacher, is advisor ever trying harder.
vulgar, sordid, lurid piece of
moted to first lieutenant in the for the Gracious Ladies.
Behind his success is a long
sensationalism." Which is more
U. S. Air Force.
story, but I'll try to cut it
short for you. The essential or less what he hail in mind
Lieutenant Stith, an electronwhen he wrote it.
facts run roughly as follows:
ic computer maintenance ofOnly
a
ago,
few
Slamonths
ficer at Barksdale AFB.
With reviews like that, how
vitt was struggling along as a could it miss the best-seller
is a member of the Strategic
respected but obscure poet. list?
Air Command.
The semiannual royalty check
The lieutenant, a graduate of
from his latest volume of So far it has earned him a
Sumner High School. received
verses amounted to $2.80. quarter of a million dollars.
his B. S. degree in 1963 from
Which isn't bad for a poet. But: Which also is more or less,
the University of Missouri and
Sunday April 21, was a which doesn't leave much for what he had in mind.
is a member of Kappa Alpha
day for two young dining out.
memorable
Thus we have a typical
Psi. He was commissioned upon
Cleo Hickman
at
the
people
This is not to say he was American success story — A
completion of Officer Trainstarving in a garrett. Income , serious poet achieving fame
ing School at Lackland AFB, AME Church.
Wanda Perry was crowned!from nonpoetical writings was1 fortune
Tex.
by turning out porono-1
"Miss Cleo Hickman," and; enough to put him on friendly
graphic potboilers, And there
His wife. Brenda. is the Donald Sykes was crowned'terms with the internal revenue is more to come.
daughter of Mrs. Fletcher L. "Master Cleo Hickman."
service' Nevertheless, he Felt
Henry 1606 Arkansas, Memphis, The children were crowned unrewarded.
Having
established
Henry
Sutton as a hot property in
after a program in which
So Slavitt temporarily parted
the book world, Slavitt contalent and charm determined
with
the
muses, ceived the idea of renting
the ones x‘ho would receive company
out
assumed a nom de plume
the honor.
the pseudonym to other authors
(Henry Sutton), and brought
Miss Perry played the theme
"It's like getting a franchise
from "Exodus." and young
for a Howard Johnson RestauThe Nightingale Thrift Club Sykes did a dramatic reading.
rant." Slavitt explained during
it s t h irty-third , Added to the talent and
celebrated
a visit here this week.
anniversary on Sunday. April charm were Miss Jo Ann Taywho
sang,
Club.
beautifully
"I
tor.
"Any novelist who isn't sell-,
28, at the Lelia Walker
house with Mrs. Lucille White Believe." and her sister. Miss
ing too well under his own'
Gloria Taylor. who played as a '
as the guest speaker.
name can negotiate with mei
piano solo, "The Breakers."
for a Henry Sutton franchise.
A tasty menu was served
Other contestants were MissI expect to become the Howard
by the Activities Committee. es Brenda Gail Mitchell and
Johnson of literature.''
Mrs. Dorenzo Simmons is Earnestine Boy ce. Rev. M. V
president of the club. and Mrs., Reed is pastor and Mrs. L. R.
Pending the anticipated in1 Kennedy religious director.
Any girl regardless of age, flux of orders, Slavitt hasr
Susie Alexander reporter.
economic status can make a go other plans for capitalizing on'
his pseudonym's notoriety.
of it in the big city — if she
"One possibility is to have
prepares for the invasion while
Henry Sutton write a blurb
still on home base.
praising David Slavitt's next
That's the belief of Jean book of poetry," he said. "Or
: I may collaborate with myself
Baer, author of "The Single
and publish a book with Slavitt
Girl Goes To Town," who of- ' and Sutton as to-authors."
fers these tips:

Lt. Lake Stith
Is Promoted
At Barksdale

UNION PROTECTIVE
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:1234 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38106
NO. 1 MEMPHIS DISTRICT, 368 BEALE STREET
District Manager

Mr. 0. Currie
Mr. J. N. Franklin

Supervisor

Mr. J. Moses

Supervisor
Cashier-Clerk

Miss P. I.. Ware

Clerk

Mrs. S. Collins

AGENTS:
Mr. H. Williams
Mrs. M. Bradley
Mr. C. Appleberry
Mr. R. Poindexter
Miss E. Woods
Mr. W. Froward

Mrs. W. Belford
Mr. R.. Walls
Miss P. Phillips
Mr. 0. Wallace
Mrs. J. Royal

Mr. L. brown
Mr. E. Lowe
Mrs. L. Brown
Mrs. E. Thompson
Mrs. J. Gaines

NO. 6 EAST MEMPHIS DISTRICT, 2364 PARK AVENUE
Mr. L. Anderson

District Manager

Mr. R. Williamson

Supervisor

Mrs. E. Thomas

Supervisor

Mrs. V. Williams

Special Agent

AGENTS:'
L Jones
Mrs. 1. Williams
Mr. t. Yarbrough
Mr. M. Wallace
Mr. J. Macklin

Mrs. L. Parrish
Mr. W. Sampson
Mrs. B. Howard
Mr. R. Thomas

Mrs. 0. Starks
Mrs. 0. Hopkins
Mrs. E. Norton
Mr. C. Walker

Two Crowned
For Talents
At Hickman
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Club Celebrates
33rd Anniversary

Prepare For
igity
Invasion

!Any building I design will have
beauty and function, but always
with the human touch...
'
,
that's a must
The gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me,
,
Gordon's is a must'

BEFORE YOU LEAVE: Talk
about your trip to everyone U
even neighbors and discarded
beaux). You never know who
will give you the name of
someone to look up. Line up
rs
,
. ,41d Charrman Of oe
W FOrilynt JOIMS. A IA.
,
'
a temporary place to live.
Y nrk Arc,,re. bdf,4' onsitt!ard on Le
'Co'' e•• West Sale Chamber ,
' preferably with a phone and
someone to answer it.
The first grade teachers of
Take at least $500 with you
Georgia
Avenue School had a
t for emotional and social security. Subscribe to the leading Bon Voyage party in honor of
paper in the city for which
you're bound. That way you'll Mrs. Urla B. Davis on Saturknow aboul employment agen- day, May 11, 1968. The Party!
cies, salary ranges, apartment
was held at the home of Mr.!
rentals, 'heritable groups that
Mrs. John Ray Stokes of
and
sponsor parties. Don't buy
clothes until
hit the big 2406 Vista Drive, Mrs. Davis
town.
will be leaving at the end of
Above all, do not get involved I this school term to join her
with a new man just before you! husband, Mr. Edward Davis.
leave home.
Jr., who now resides in Edison
WHEN YOU ARRIVE: Don't New Jersey. Mrs. Davis will ,
look for a job, apartment, and be employed by the Piscataway
beau simultaneously. First get New Jersey school district. Mrs
M a yweather, the
a job, next a permanent place Quilliard
to live, and then you'll be free caterist, served a delicious
to concentrate on dating.
menu, appropriate for the oeeasier'.
Get to know girls who
have lost of connections and Guest at the party were,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Davis,
can invite you home for holiday
Jr., Mrs. Othella S. Shannon
dinners. Aim high, and don't Principal
Ave
Georgia
of
Dean,
let lack of money or back- School, Mrs Phillip
Mrs. Mary I
ground keep you from the big Assistant Principal,
Bullock, Mrs. J. E. Steward,,
time if that's where nu belong. Mrs. Clyde Wherry and Missr
' DisLI
losaloaDerv
Be flexible about jobs. You Johnnie B. Knox. Dropping by
Gull
created fl
dor, t,
don't have to stick to your roi- to wish the couple good luck
I nhdon, &viand ,r) 1169.
were Mr. and Mrs. James
ambition when there are
ginal
England.
CS the b,ggest seer in
Catchings,
Mr. Catchings is the
wodd
the
and
America
many employment possibili- newly elected Vice President of
so
INIIIIICTIFILLILIMBIMIVALIMISSISMIOMIlfamliaMallielli111010.111.1111111114
ties.
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mrs. Davis Given

Bon Voyage Party

Greyhound is two little boys
...meeting and getting to know one another. Greyhound is a picture window on
America. A living, breathing lesson in geography and history. A delightfully dazzling
panorama of things, places, faces, scenery, sights and sounds. A fun-filled budgetbalancing, vacation-going, people-meeting,
tension-reliever. By the way...Greyhound
is also a great way to travel.

$

Oat$4,11
MAW H
.
I...
0*

..
41
,

Nobody has tower fares than Greyhound. For example:
ONE WAY
ONE WAY
loss
St. Louis, Mo.
Milwaukee, Wisc. ..$174°
s 17 50
Chicago, Ill
Louisville, Ky. ...$134°
'24'3
Detroit, Mich.
Nashville, Tenn... 7"
Cleveland, Ohio • • 26
" Jackson, Miss.„.„ .s7 io
$ 2410
Toledo, Ohio
Pine Bluff, Ark....$ 5"
Cincinnati,0
$ 1655 Greenville, Miss. ..$6"
Sava 30% each way with a ovaadtelt)ticiaid.

203 Union Armee - Plows: 525-5731

GO GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to us
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"...HIS SPIRIT GOES MARCHING ONI"

Tri-State Defender
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Hesse Office: 236 South Danny Thomas Boulevard

Poor People's Campaign
Views And Opinions

JA 6-8397

"We can now see ourselves ger, they suffer from crowded
as the powerless poor trapped and unsanitary housing of northWithin an economically ori- ern tenements and southern
ented power structure. We are shacks they grow up with unatthose men and women with tended diseases and abnormal.
certain inalienable rights, but ties, they live a life of underdewithout the means to express veloped intellect due to the wastthem." With this statement ed years of a poor, negative eduS.C.L.C. started its campaign cation. Millions of Americans
Subscription rates: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subto reveal to congress the prob- lead lives scarred by the violscription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
lems confronting the poor ence committed against the
tmacdicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New'
people of this nation.
poor, the violence of the many
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Tennessee,
indignation
and inhumanities
LeaChristian
Southern
The
'Under'Act of March 2, ISM
daily.
suffer
they
in
dership Conference is now
Washington with scores of the
S.C.L.C. gives these basic
National Advertising Representatives
nation's poor and disinherited reasons for wanting jobs," We
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
people.
are demanding jobs because
demand is so basic and
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
this
purpose
the
what
When asked
was, one extensive in its potential effect
march
of the
S.C.L.C. staff member said, on almost every aspect of the
Serving 1,000,00.0 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.
"We are going to Washington lives of the poor. We do not
and demand that congress simply look forward to additioncome up with a remedy to the al dollars and cents in the
grievances made by the poor. ghettos; we seek the ability to
We also want jobs or income own and control our own homes
businesses and education."
for all.
When asked why he felt it When asked why he was
was necessary to go to Wash- participating in the Poor Peoington? One English professor ple's Campaign, Martin Tate
Mr. L. Stancial of Chicago stat- of Memphis stated," each year
ed, "It is necessary that we go black people from the south
There isn't enough time in the day was put in jail.
to Washington, because this is go north, thinking things will be
where the laws are passed. better. They are usually wrong
to take care of the Black Community's
There was one gentlemen that '
Policy is determined there, Instead, they find hunger.
problems in Marks, Mississippi. Marks said, "We have the pot all we need is
that effects the basic needs of despair, injustice, racism arid
is the poorest town in the country, and the fire." At this point 1400 people
the poor men, and this is the very little if any work. They
only
place where a dramatic are pushed into slums infested
nothing is being done about it. Nothing marched, and the Mayor collapsed. Anreform an be made to help with sickness, rats and cockis being done to help these poor people. other man said. "This town was built1
roaches. These slums are us•
the poor."
ually fire traps. Very little monWhen the poor people of Marks confront on the Black man's sweat so we feel we
Mr. Stancial continued, "Con- ey is given to these poor peoMayor Howard Langsford with their have some say in this town and how it
gress and the president are the ple to elevate their plight,
problems he says "Wait until Tomor- is run. We believe in the constitution
only people responsible for the in fact congress is preparing to
low and ridiculous wages, which push through bills that will
row, then maybe we can help you."
of the United States "no taxation withare tagged mimimum wage. make it harder on the poor in
The city of Marks and its law mak- out representation."
Thousands of people are on the America. These reasons should
ers are responsible for one murder. A
welfare system, which is dis- make every American, parThe days of head scratching and
graceful. This program is de- ticularly black Americans join
young school teacher while on her way saying "ye ser boss" are long since
grading and inadequate for the poor peoples march."
home after a SCLC meeting was abus- gone and forgotten. The day of suppresblacks as well as whites.
ed by cops. She told the police that she sion of the Black man is History.
Something must be done to S.C.L.C. has this to say about
combat this situation, or the jobs for the poor, "Our insight
was pregnant, they beat her causing her
When the white man decides to
climate in this country will into the structure of American
to lose her baby. This is a high price awake from his slumber, he will see a
continue to be an unhealthy one society teaches us that the right
to vote or to eat in any resto pay for freedom.
new black man, who does not believe
One S.C.L.C. staff mem- taurant, while important, does
A thirteen year old child was beat- in "putting off tomorrow what you can
The rebellion that has broken out bitterly opposed to absolutism in morals ber when asked why his organi- not penetrate the 'power plant'
en for no reason. The whole SCLC staff do today."
zation was going to Washing- and therefore does not actualon the campuses of American colleges
and in politics. The clash of views is ton stated, "We are going to ly effect living conditions. We
Washington, because it is there, have learned that fruitful existand universities has been grossly misinterpreted. Some critics call it ()on- bound to continue because college deans that policy is determined, and ence in America requires monit is there, that the power to ey, for the society offers no det,emptible defiance of administrative and presidents art for the most part reform resides. The President gree of mobility, creativity,
or
It is sometimes said that City sion in Memphis decided to do away authority, which in this view should not old men out of touch with the tempo and Congress are primarily power to those without it. The
responsible for low minimum poor man is the one-dimension.
Beautiful Commissions in other cities with
and mood of present-day life and who wages, and a degradnig and in- al man, the man who cannot
the frills, such as cocktail parties be tolerated.
do very little in the area of really
This a new phenomenon. It is a insist on imposing old-fashioned disci- adequate welfare system, sub- choose the work most suited to
beautifing the city. They might put and parades, they really did. The com- question whether college professors
sidies of the rich and an un- his character and ability, the
and pline'. —
employment, and under em- man who cannot feel the pleasflowers in a park that is already loaded mission created a new idea called mini administrative officials really
underWhat is happening is that Colleges ployment of the poor. The ure of supporting his family.
with flowers, or trees on a street that parks. Last Saturday 175 citizens black stand the transformation that
We seek in Washington, jobs
is
taking
and
and
universities are being revolution- President and Congress must or
white changed a filthy vacant lot,
doesn't need trees. Sometimes it. is
income so that all Amerialso
reckon
responsibility
with
place
within their academic walls.
ized against their will. The governing for illiteracy an overall war, cans can profit from the natusaid the commissions in other cities in the heart of a Negro neighborhood,
This new generation of college stu- body has had to back down
almost in slums, starvation, and racism. ral two-dimensional existence.
never have to get their hands dirty. into a park with swings, and basket- dents feels that it has a right
to
conevery instance. The rebels are winning The priorities of the present Many people have questioned
This may or may not be true in other ball courts.
administration are qui te
cern ,itself not only with the character their cause, though
some heads have clear; 70 billion dollars appro- the effectiveness of massive
cities, but in Memphis it would be a
Not only did the commission cre- of its academic studies but also with
been bloodied. They accept the conse- priated for war, scarcely 2 bil- demonstration, one S.C.L.C.
falsehood.
staff member said, "America
ate a park, they created a lasting the nature of its social environment and
quences with Socratic qualm. For they lion for the anti-poverty pro- only moves, when it is faced
When the City Beautiful Commis- friendship between races.
gram
and
if that isn't enough
the manner in which the universities know you cannot have
revolution with- there is also a devastating with a crisis ... no crisis no
are administered.
out bloodshed. Wherever they have re- war, the shocking domestic action. Look at Selma, and
Birmingham.
is getting late.
The intellectual climate has chang- volted, the students have left their in- situation, both are manifesta- Either we do Itsomething
about
tion of a single profit and war
ed. Today's students think they have tellectual footprints on the college cam- orientated government
in Wash- our present situation, or suffer
Three Detroit policemen and a pri- snipers and the location of firearms.
the competence to judge for themselves puses; the academic community will ington, a government which we the consequences. 'We have
must confront and attempt to learned from hard and bitter
These indictments support the con- what is right, what is wrong. They are never be the same again.
vate guard have been indicted by a
experience in our movement,
reform.
that
tention
the government does not
long
held
by
civil
rights
leaders
Federal grand jury on a charge of conOne Memphis housewife said move to correct a problem inand various commissions on urban dis"People have said, "why don't volving basic rights until it
spiring to violate the civil rights of 10
orders that policemen were unduly bru- W
those people go out and get a is confronted directly and
persons during the riots in Detroit last tal
job,' or 'If I know I needed I dramatically.' For this reason
in those areas where riots had deJuly. The indictments grew from an in- veloped.
something I wouldn't spend it we are going to Washington,
on liquor, I'd save my money.' and turn it upside-down, it will
vestigation of the deaths of three NeThere are so many Negro haters
This is one of the rr.pst hypo- take this to get this country
groes whose bodies were found at a mo- on
the police force of these big cities
critical statements ever made. straight.
tel annex.
Many of our middle class sothat a thorough housecleaning should
%.0
called affluent citizens have Why is S.C.L.C. leading
The three policemen were all sus- be started. For these men use excesforgone having children or have waves of poor people to Washington? They give this reason,
pended last August following an investi- sive power in simple incidents so eager WASHINGTON, D.0 — This Northwest and 8th Street in protested
that their agency was had abortion so they could buy "We are going
to Washington
gation by the Detroit Police Depart- are they to register their racism. They town is undergoing a painful the Northeast.
too far removed from the poor a car or a mink coat. As for because so
many of us have
going
out
and
getting
self-examinat
jobs,
ion.
ment into the killings. The indictment perpetuate white racism and they proThe United Planning Organi- people and was ineffective. jobs
are like money, if you suffered quietly for so long,
is that she's ration, under the leadership of One had quipped "one thou- have
said that the 10 persons had been de- vide the spark that explodes the pow- Her o
ten pennies and twenty and those who join us in spirit
sand
niggers to keep the naafraid to touch the sore spots Wiley Branton, was in turmoil
children
and you want to divide only will be in Washington to
tained for questioning regarding alleg- der-keg in the slums. They are, there- rubbed
raw during the recent with nine of its workers having tives quiet."
those
ten
pennies among those say amen to our suffering. If
ed sniper fire, the identity of alleged fore, a threat to law and order.
disorders following the murder been fired. Branton, who had The Department of Housing twenty
children, somebody is we break Government injuncof the Rev. Martin Luther won his spurs during the Little and Urban Development was going to be
left out, and the tion during our demonstrations,
King, Jr.
we will willingly accept any
Rock
Schools' Controversy, busy denying reports that it same holds true with jobs.
She's a big, beautiful, mess- handed out the firing notices was having second thoughts
punitive measures because we
ed up city because her Ne- after the UPO hirelings had about razing the miles of ruins. S.C.L.C. has this to say about are daily
punished for crimes
jobs
and
income,
'America is
groes are not acting like
the
dazzling
affluent
we
society
have
never committed.
With Gov. Nelson Rockefeller's enThe Presidential candidates may, they're supposed to act.
of
two-car-fur-coat families, We
plan
to
shed light on the
try into the contest for the Republican in the course of the campaign, allude to The Federal Government is
yet millions of Americans—Neill-equipped
to
combat
the
frustrations
sitthat plague us to
groes, whites, Mexicans, PuerPresidential nomination, the cast of the racial problem. It is doubtful that
uation because the "phonies"
to Ricans, Indians—retire each faorco
cun..,
ethe government to take
characters is clear. The question is fair- they would commit themselves to any'In
Editor.
Dear
tion
upon
us.
key positions in the vital
evening with the pangs of hunly simple. It is who has the best chance specific, definitive program that might social services agencies and In view of the fact that our Perhaps most of us think
to unite and govern the country for the lead to a solution of the race problem, bureaus have no contact with; city and nation stands in a that the worst has passed, but
the masses. In truth, the play- state of confusion and em- the worst is yet to come. God
next four years. Though the conflict once and for all.
ing of politics with the Ne- barrassment, I felt that I tells us in I Thessalonians
in Southeast Asia is being momentarily
Nixon, McCarthy, Kennedy, Hump- groes' lives and aspirations isi should awaken you to what 5:3, "For when they shall say
Of Cabbages and Kings
Peace and safety: ;then sudden
Now from the sublime to
soft-pedaled, it is still a paramount is- hrey and Rockefeller cannot success- paying off with bitter fruit. has really happened.
destruction
cometh
It
is reasonable to think the the frivolous. Speaking
upon
Nothing
positive
has yet to! As God has given it to me,
Of
sue to a large segment of white Amer-- fully dodge the race issue and its far
writer who wrote of "Cabbages cabbages, I purchased a white
rise from the ruins. The in- so will I give it to you. God them . ."
ea.
and
Kings"
was
reaching implications. Their appeal for surance companies have hiked'
responding to cabbage from a super-market
is so displeased and angry We had better repent and
For the black people of America, the black vote will be responsive in di- their rates by over $2 million with our corrupted society turn back to God, or else we thoughts of things from the and after having kept it in rehighest echelons to the lowest frigeration for some time, I
the momentous question is not Viet- rect ratio to the kind of commitments to both homeowners and busi- that no longer are we able to are doomed! Prayer obsolete? in the vegetable
kingdom. Such decided to cook it.
nessmen. An estimated two camouflage ourselves. Truly Try it and see. This is the
nam. It is poverty, slums, segregation they make. In the past, Presidential to three thousand
Is the case with me.
people are He has done as He said He only way we can save our City
On cutting it in quarters
and discrimination. They are not insen- contenders have not dealt with the race out of work because of the would do in Nahum 3:5. And and nation.
Nationally and international- I found laying between the
holocaust
ly it would seem that every- wedged leaves
which raged along if we don't repent, and soon,
sitive to the war. With them, lingering matter in sufficient depth. Either they
MRS. .1. COBB
a two cent
MEMPHIS, TIM. thing has been said that can stamp with the picture and
poverty with its accompanying patho- touched upon it lightly or buried it in a 7th and 14th Streets in the God will bring certain destruc•
be said about the late Dr. name of Frank Lloyd Wright
logical debility is the central issue.
maze of involved rhetorical phrases
M. L. King, Jr. Yet, every on it. The discovery was ai.
person must have something tonishing to my husband
The campaign has already begun and which proved to be meaningless under
and
within that they would like to me, to say the lust. It made
no candidate on either side has yet said careful scrutiny.
say or write. So it is with me. us wonder where this cabanything of consequence about the
The question must be faced frankbage was grown and how the
At the risk of sounding sacrigrave racial question that is before the ly and openly this year more than ever.
stamp
got into it It may be
ligious to some, I equate
ignorance on our part but
nation today. The urban uprisings are Today's black voter has more political
Dr. King's time on earth and we
did not know there was a
the influence that he Left with
viewed as symbols of a sick society. It savvy than his brother before him. And
two-cent stamp, or for that
that of the life of Christ. It
is not enough to discuss the riots in the mathematical strength of that vote
Is not difficult to use the many matter, any other stamp with
foodological or psychological termito- hes increased considerably since the
likenesses in the lives and this architect's picture. The
deaths of the two. Though we irony of
logy. The time has come when this mat- last Presidential election,
this is, my husband
losew him in the flesh, I beter must be tackled at its very root.
The Negro masses no longer will
forty-eight
is
a
(in service) re.
lieve his doctrines will be
There is a remedy at hand for the kind be satisfied with half a loaf. They will
tired
postman.
eternal as is Christs'.
of sickness that afflicts American so- insist on a full dinner pail. The candi- Growing Business
Seslev, pastor of Morning star Baptist Church,
Thus cabbages and kings
Intorprises held its annual Rededication Din- who was guest speaker at the dinner.
Center We cannot sympathize or
ciety. The realities are pressing. Too dates have a chance to work out a forner hosted by its regional manager Isaac is Mr. Young and Far right picture It to
have
their place in 1968 his
even
empathize with his fami• many unredeemed promises; too many mula that may remove anxieties, resolve Young. This branch of the business has been Mr. Robert
Donald Executive District Men.
tory.
undated blank checks, to use Mahatma doubts and make America safe for the In existence for two years, and Mr. Young alter with his wife, Mrs. Donald, Mrs. Seeley ly, for none of us ever had a
Is the company's first Negro regime! man- who is making a presentation
MRS. WINFRED FRANKLIN
of flowers to Martin Luther King for a
Ghandi's classic phrase.
democratic process.
ager. Pictured above Is the Rev. Willie Mrs. Young. (Photo By Continental)
husband, son or father.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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Exclusive Photos Of
Detroit's Melee
.411111110
'
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Unidentified man is placed on a stretcher after he was hit by a policeman
during disturbance at Deiroit's Cobo Hall. (Right photo) Mrs. Karen Asby of

Chicago is attended to by participants of Poor March after she was Injured
during skirmish (Photos by Ralph Blackman)

South Afrkan Labor Union And
Government Batde Over Racism

Sesks applicants fo'r limited qumber of
speojggs in specialized categories in

VIETNAM
INTERVIEWS IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Tuesday and Wadnasdby, May 21 & 22,1968
ASSISTANT AREA DEVELOPMENT
OF F ICE RS
Assist' Vi statuses, provincial officials in civil
operations and help coordinate and support wide
.
..g., strengthening
rattail of A.I.D. activities, e
local government, budget, self.help” development for local 'shoals, health clinics, awlcultural development end wells. Bachelor's or
Master's dopes preferably in public adminis.
tuition, political sci.nce, economics of developing Ration s, For East studies, or related
e
s,
fields. Recent 'experience, preferably ov.
In leadership position in community develop.
intent and management, disaster'. r•li•f or
breed described duties. Equivalent experience
may be substituted for some ecadernic require.
Salary: $4,800412,000per year, plus a 25%
44erdship bonus and furnished quarters.
REGISTERED NURSES
.Assist In staffing provincial hospitals admin• lettering direct nursing cars to refugees and
other civIlian patients. Requite Registered
Nurse Certificate end Ward nursing•*patience.
Salary: 57,800411,500 per year, plus a 25%
hardshipkbonus and furnished quarters.
SECRETARIES
Require High School diploma, ability to type
50 wpm. take shorthand 1110 wpm. Applicants
must be single without dependents over 21.
Salary: 55,00047,000 Per year, phis a 25%
hardship bonus and furnished quarters.

REFUGEE RELIEF OFFICERS
. AdvIs. (or participate with) Vietnam•s• ond
for or

U.S. government officials on planning
*potation of refuge's relief programs. Activities includes initial reception end rogIstration;.
emergency ntedisal attention; temporary shek
her; furnishing of subsistenee rettnrnosliti•s; or.
'EllinIzetion of work vetoes end self-help programs; resettlement. Require oppropriate over.
seas experience with on assistone• or volun.
tory organizetion et related stateside •xp•r.
hence which slemeastrates •ptitudo for th•
, previously deseribed duties. Celleg• Ogre,
'with molar In a Seal•I Science doolrabi•.

Salary: .56,500412,000 per year, plus a 25°;,
hardship bonus and furnished quarters.
ECONOMISTS
Assist in development and formulation of rico.
nomic aid programs; provide officials with
,data, analyses, recommendations to evaluate
A.I.D. programs; advis• Vi•tnamese officials
on economic policy and plans. PH.D. in Economics or M.A. with at least 2 years experience economic analysis or teaching economics college level. Competence in economics.
developing nations desirable.
So buy: $8,500418,000 per year; plus a 25e
hardship bonus and furnished,quarters.
AUDITORS
(Vietnam and ether Free World Countries)
Require regent 111.3. with minimum 24 sernes•
ter hours accounting supplemented by 2 years
experience public accountings,' internal audits
private industry or government. C.P.A. preferred.
&Platys 36,500415,000 per year, plus-a 25%
hardship bonus (Vietnam) and furnished quer.
tors.
PUBLIC SAFETY ADVISORS
(Vietnam and Other Free World Countries)
Five years experience executive or supervisory level in Federal, State or local law •nfereement. Degree- in Pelie• Administration
and allied fields and overseas experience desirable.
Salary: 58,500415,000 per year, plus a 25%.
hardship bonus (Vietnam) and furnished quertors.
SANITARIAN
Provide technical assistance to Viefirtetriese
officials in community environmental sonitation and public health activities. Require B.S.
in Health Science or closely related field.
M.A. Degree In Public Health desirable. Minimum 3 years experience in public health sari.
teflon activities. Overseas experience prefer,.
ed.
Salary: $11,120413,550 per year, plus a 25%
hardship bonus end furnished quarters.

BENEFITS: Pre-tour fiaining up to 10 months with Pay •• Language Training (Some Cases)
-- Reduced Cost Hosith end Life Insuring@
Periodic Fay increases -- Vocation and Sick Lsov•Seporation
Allowance (Same Cases) PX
Plans -- Minor Dependent Education and Pemlly
Pri vlleeesr When Available.
above
must
be U.S. Citizens of at least
listed
the
Positions
REQUIREMENTS' Applicants for
s yews(Citizenship on ly required for sopeterlits); In excellent physical sondition; willing to
some e satolsiuse *I IS smnitlia elpiesd without fontillosi qualify ire tee Am ability to learn a
looeign langueat (same posieprie*

An aggravating factor is the
white workers' fear that a
flood of cheap labor would
price them out of the market.

INTIRifInt
Tuesday &Wednesday May 21 & 22
A.I.D. Suite
Testrplimise • Droolowo
259 Unfen Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.
9 A.M. re 6 P.M.

TELEPHONE

9 A.m. 9.•P.M.
Call Cellist if OR. Of T""

•

APT ER MAY 22 cc:Oh:oh:in 1e' the ab•v• cositions may be mOde by submitting a r•sum• tot
int, Agency for International Development, Weehlegiten, D.C. 20323.
Vi *lawn Pitcry
A.I.D. le An Equal Opportunity Employer
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BIG

STAR .704 74 Vft4444

Cea

Pure Vegetable Shortening

1
CRISCO
ShertionIng
3 -lb. can 394
With this coupon end SS midi.
tional purchase. One coupon
to a family. Expires May 21st.
Excluding tobacco, milk and
frozen milk products.

Notes Si0ockliHortal purciles•
required to redeem both $S
purchase COuctoris•

With Coupon and $5 additional purchase.

TUCSA clashes with South
Africa's rulers on two distinct
points of government policy:
Racial separation in all social
and industrial spheres, and nonrecognition of full-dress African unions.
TUCSA disagrees with the I
government contention
that I
Africans are too immature to
have unions with full powers,
which might be exploited by
irresponsible elements.
It says its insistence on
speaking for Black Africans in
labor negotiations "are based !
firmly on economics, on ob-I
taming the best possible treatment for every worker, be he
African, Indian, Colored (racially mixed) or white . . .
South Africa's present labor
legislation discriminates among
its workers on the grounds of
race where economics and
fairness alone should be the
'touchstones."
Last Decomber the minister
of labor, Marais
Viljoen,
Threatened to take steps if
African affiliations were not
ended. TUCSA took the hint
and voted to exclude Africans.

FREE

"LIDO“ AVOCADO GREEN

.5!
tl ICE TEA

FREE
FREE 4w
FREE
$500

Minister Viljoen reacted int.
mediately and strongly. TUC'S.

IA's decision, he said, "will
naturally affect its registration
as a *ado union federation."
Removal of WM', Department of Labor re:extra:1u,
would kill it, since it would
,1011 its collective negotiating
Power, leaving each ru its constituent unions to deal Indspeudently with the government.

FREE

CLASS

With this coupon and $5 additional'
purchase, excluding tobacco, milk and
frozen milk products. One coupon to
a family. Expires May 21st.

BIG

STAR
IQ

FREE
FREE

WINNER

WIN ut: IMP

"If the government thinks we
arc wrong in allowing African
affiliates, it is up to them to
take action," said Union Presi.
dint Tom Murray." "It is not
our job. Let them Stand condemned before the world—not
us."
The resolution to keep the
African unions in TUCSA was'
carried overwhelmingly, 76-18,
with
three
abstentions—tha
equivalent of 128,5811 to 32,871
individual votes.

FREE
FREE

FREE

FREE

In the following months TUCSA did some soul-searching
and this month decided to risk
the government's wrath and
reverse the December decision.

A

0
For infennatien or Apf.l...
aIstalnip Tuesday,_101
T.rabe.,..(901)527

Washington, stopped in Detroit to pickup
caravan there. (Photo by Ralph Blackmail

sale

By WILLEM STEENKAMP Ithe other. It can save itself If and when such action is The vast
reservoir of unskilled
as an organization by going taken, it will be the culmination and semi-skilled labor is proJOHANNESBURG
— The against its principles. Or it can
of more than a decade of op-i,vided by the black Africans.
170,000-strong T r ade Union stand firm and be crippled or position
by TUCSA to various
Council of South Africa (TUC- destroyed.
In the gold mines, for in;
[ government measures and the stance, a white man may hanSA), the country's largest labor
abolition
of
one
of
the
last—and
federation, is ready to do bat- The minister of labor has
probably I a r gest—remaining dle the underground blasting,
tle with the government of promised to take action. Obareas
of racial cooperation but behind him is a large team
servers
fear
he
may
introduce
Premier John Vorster over
of Africans to break up the oreleft
in
this
country.
a
measure like the recent conrace separation.
bearing rock and shovel it away
•
troversial "pohibition of im- A
is
This is how it is in
The issue is simple: TUCSA proper interference act,- which
country's
African workers, pre- African industry. every South
has been ordered by the gov- forbade any political
party to, vented by law from forming
ernment to part with the es- help any other political party
trade unions with normal col- This means, as the antigovtimated 70,000 black workers of different race.
lective bargaining power, will ernment newspaper, "The Star,
who are affiliated with It.
This fear is well founded. The l have lost a powerful voice to in Johannesburg commented
It has refused.
ruling Nationalist Party is com- speak for them.
recently, that the government
The result is equally simple: mitted to its policy of apar- Whites hold the vast majority is confronted with "the brutal
TUCSA will lose, one way or theid.
of skilled and technical jobs. fact that if African workers
were allowed to organize effectively, and therefore to
strike they could hold the country to ransom."

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Detroit policemen on horse back are shown
riding into Cohn Hall area during a rally
of Poor People. The March, enroute to

Mrs. Eldora Woods
1012 Beverly
SATURDAY
NIGHT
CHANNEL 5
WMC-TV
7 to 7)30 P.M
Your

Get
Race

Cards

Now
BIG

At

STAR

PLAY "It's Racing
Time"
SATURDAY
NIGHT
CHANNEL 5
WMC-TV
7 to 7:30 P.M.
Get

Your

Race Cards
Now At
BIG STAR

r
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The 1968 Couture Story
From Sunny California

MI

•
The fashion world often existence depends on a more Consider
the hemline, for inseems a knd of sky-rockets gradual acceptance and innostance.
and revolution but, in fact, its vation.
A season ago savants conceded that knees were nice
but newer "midi" lengths heralded a return to 1947.
•••
Not quite true! Skirts are
short. Of course personal choice
controls the extent they are
worn above mid-knee point,
but this is the point beyond
which they do not deicend.
And, having "grown accustomed to her. knee," the approach adjusted to creating the
most flattering silhouette for
the short skirt.
The answer lies in softness.
No longer severe and straight,
skirts are pleated, gathered,
completely mobile.
It's fun to twirl again.
• • •
Belts are so important that,
as one California couturier put
It: "Belts have necessarily
changed the whole structure
of the silhouette, and it is not
possible to design the same
body and fit as in -previous
seasons."
Bias-cut fabrics cling to the
figure and they too reflect new
gentleness.
Costume fabrics and suitings
for day and travel are smoother: silk and wool Etaminou,
gabardines and twills, and softcolored plaids, tweeds and
Off to the gayest dinner parstripes.
Colors- sing but it's -a soft
ties in Bert Geiger's pajama
song. Bristol blues, golden apriensemble of a crunchy texture
cot, rosy pink and cyclamen
cotton and polyester brocade
and a new apple green look
from Onondaga. The silk shirt
right.
top- plunges to "here" where
Navy? A carry-over from
it is stopped by the pretty pink
winter, it seems less likely to
leather belt whose color is re»di
succeed than that old favorite,
peated in the lining of the tiny
"Frosted
Sahp
pire".
. .brilblack.
cardigan jacket. And just to
Ilan( sapphire blue over turcomplete the Spanish flavor,
• • •
quoise evening gown. Jeweled
this talented California designViva the revolution, but Cali- bodice of emeralds, turqnois,e
er has added his own "south
fornia 'peace' is more palata- and chalk. BY Helen Rose of
of the border" straw sailor.
ble.
California.

Words Of Advice For The Well-Rounded Set
Annie Avoirdupois, Edith daughters and less coquettish' positive points,
such as an Jewel or oval necklines are
Eatmore and Patricia Plump with her sons. She has a more hour-glass silhouette,
voluptu- particularly flattering. Ditto
belong
the
to
well-rounde
set.'
d
well-rounded sense of values., ous bosom and those other for surplice styles,
ZETAS
AT
M EMPHIS
charter members. Seated
sic Ford, Miss Johnnie
or any diNot shown is Miss Rosie
Their slogan is eat, drink
STATE — Zeta Phi Beta
from left are Miss Deborah
womanly contours that would agonal lines across the bust.
Anderson. Miss Irma DavBillups. Sponsors for the and be merry. .
for
.
wella
"We
like
Sorority
you
well
recently
rounded,".
estabPeters. Miss Linda Ayers,
have enchanted Rubens or Mi- Sleeves can be slenderizing.
is and Miss Bernice Harchapter are Mrs. Mildred rounded woman
is much in say some fashion expert s, chaelangelo.undergraduate
lished an
Miss Thelma Townsend and
graves. On top row, form
'Long sleeves, or at least those
Peace and Mrs. Pauline
demand.
chapter at Memphis State
-but we are by no means Mary Blake, a fashion direc- that extend below
Miss Carol Owens. Standleft, are Miss Frances WilAllen. Hooks Bros. Photo)
the elbow,
*
University
recommending that you pull tor of Bryant, made that point,'are best. Good,
w i th eleven
ing from left are Miss Es.
lis, and Mrss Donna Davis.
too, are raglan
Except for not being able to out all stops and have a free- adding:'
or drod sleeves that stress the
fit into pencil-thin clothes, e for-all in the kitchen."
"The shortest distance be- vertical line.
males grouped with the fat In fact, they recommend that tween you
and apparel-appeal
of the land have much in their you take your poundage prob- is a vertical
line. All vertical Shorts? Slacks?
favor, according to a report lem to a doctor if you feel you lines are slimming."
Let your mirror be your
from a firm that helps to keep, are much too overweight.
Some examples she noted guide.
Zeta Phi Beta Sororit , Inc.,
We young adults see the Beta Sorority are:
secretarial science and plans , ample women fashionable.
Other tips to ample females: include
has established a chapter at need for active participation Miss Deborah Peters. (laughV-necklines, up-andto be an executive secetary.. Consider:
—Hidden Persuaders. Shape, down stripes and button-down
Memphis State University with and
invokement
with
the ter of Mrs. Johnnie Mae Pe- Miss Irma Davis is major- —Authoritative
surveys have up with new foundation gar- dresses.
11 young women as charter younger generation. It sharp- ters. a home economics major.ing in mathematic
s and plans, compiled statistics in favor of ments. These supplement
bet- The ample wornan. accordmembers. Sponsors for the ens our desire to assume a who plans to become a dietito teach the subject in high the womanly woman. Accord- ter posture and
daily exercise. ing to the experts, ought to
chapter
are
Mrs.
Mildred partial r e sponsibility." she tian.
school. She is the daughter of ' ing to them, full-figured fe- But unless
you choose the right avoid clothes that are too tight. The Damsel Social Club will
Peace Horne anti Mrs. Pauline added.
Miss Linda .Aers. daughterl Mr. and Mrs. R. Davis.
males are jollier, marry young- foundation garments in the They make
Allen.
Miss Townsend is the daugh- of Mr. and Mrs. Lindwood Ay- Miss
you look heavier. sponsor a party at 747 Randle
Bernice
Hargraves, er, have lots more children correct size, you
run the risk What you need are clothes that st. on Saturday night, May
Miss T h e Ima Townsend, ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Lane ers. She plans to teach and is daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. and appear happier than their of looking
heavier than you skim the body and feel com- 25, beginning at
spokesman for the chapter, and is majoring in French. She majoring in elementary edu- 1 Thompson,
8 p.m. Adis majoring in ac- thinner sisters,
said, "We have chosen as our wants to find a job in govern- cation.
actually are. What you should, fortable.
mission will be 25 cents.
counting and plans to be a —The well-rounde
d woman seek is a garment that molds One-piece shifts are particuproject "A p preciation
for ment where a speaking knowl- Miss Carol Owens, daughter teacher.
The club will award prizes
makes a man feel more corn- and holds without binding or larly flattering
Home Libraries. Although our edge of the language is re- of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Owens, Miss
to the full fig- amounting to $25.00 during
Frances Willis is the fortable and secure.
She
plans are not complete, we quired.
cre-,causing bumps and bulges, ure. These have no waistline
is majoring in accounting and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
the evening.
ates a healthier atmosphere —Wear the Right Clothes., and therefore
hope that the project will The other members of thel wants to be either an account- Williams.
tend to give a Mrs. Ethel Towns is president
She is majoring for her children
because
have far-reaching effects.
she
is
"In
your
case,
newest chapter of Zeta PhiL ant or mathematician.
right means smooth, uncluttered
in home economics and plans
appear- of the club, and Mrs. Mattie E.
less
competitive
with
heri clothes that accentuate your' ance.
Miss Essie Ford, daughter to be a dietitian.
Folsom club reporter.
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ford, Miss Rose Billups, daughter
Sr., is majoring in elementary of Mr. and Mrs. William
education and wants to be a Billups is majoring in exoncary
teacher.
education and sociology and
do•ntou n • union axe.
Miss Johnnie Mae Anderson, plans to be a social worker or
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John guidance counselor.
1.0.......
neathland mall
Anderson. is
majoring
in

Zeta Phi Beta Sets Up Chapter At MSU

Damsels Plan
Party May 25

I

.4-.14eV.„• ,
(911.44,46f.

CSS

BY

14 No. Main
At Court
527-3619

Mon Claire

Sorority Is Sponsor

fashion specialisq in sires
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32Y2

Amp.01.1.WNW 41110.Ono +NW rap4111115. QUIP WM.
010111.nossosonosoonalsnor

111.11114.1. 4111110
iotolio OEM 411.111
,

Of Swimming Classes

shift into
summer

'THE STRIKE IS OVER'
1? WE ARE CELEBRATING

SAL

Alpha Beta Chapter No. 96, by Mamie Boyd, Alice Dock-:
of Alpha Pi Chi Sorority. Inc., (Ty. Booker T. Sheldon. Vinis sponsoring classes in swim- cent Farris, Melvin Sneed,
ming for the children of the . Maxine -Wright. Michael Ste;
Goodwill Homes each Saturday yens. Sandra Gandy. Robert
at the Abe Schariff Branch of: Riley, Tommy Grandberry, and
the Y.M.C.A. 254 So. Lauder- Hazel Montgomery.
.dale.
Also, Denise Phillips. GeorThe first cliss was held last gia Booker, John Earl Sheldon.
'Saturday morning from 10 to 12 1 Johnny Tucker, Denise Uher,
Noon. Mr. Jenkins is instruc-;Tommy Huston, Lillian Hiltor and Miss Lillian Rowan is liard, Jackie Hilliard, Larry
student-teacher. The classes Collins, Gladys Mack and Wilwill be held each Saturday, lie Wade.
11 a.m. to 12 Noon.
Supervisors were Mrs. BurnThe "S p 1 a sh Party" and side and Mrs. Tate, houseswimming class was enjoyed mothers of the Goodwill
Homes; and Mrs. Thelma Davidson and Miss Maggie G.
Newsom, members of the Sorority.
Each Saturday, two members of the Sorority will supervise the group.
Mrs. Lucille Gist is Reporter.

sizes 18 and 20
1
2to 22'a
and 16/

what es light and
lively fashion ...
textured blend of
triacetate
Arnel
and Forks,' polyester in an airy shift
... even the graduated tear-drop print
looks iool . .. pull-thru
tie and solf•bolt . . .
choose ;into green or
black print on white.

SA LE

100% HUMAN HAIR -----

WIGLETS

STRETCH/
4
-111
WIGS
Hand Made

$1995

CHAIR COLORING

$895

$59
"

RUMMAGE SELL
MAIL ORDERS: add
60c postage
446 tax\
,jor Tem
.

11
J

lasmm111T
The WhigIhe
Gomm
&EA
alleirermillATRAND
Flair Coloring ono't nib off

•

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 517-6436
UNION avg. •
7192 UNION
• 274-21161
WOUSINAVIN • 110STOILAND MARL• 11•••••41

..et-sr•

Transforod
May 18 mei 19
iurs,Laopeselestrulndia:petta
ldisp Hoes,
• toys, Idtelws *ores,
clothing, bees sod garage
discards.
4878 Schotlbor Rd. RALEIGH

441164111141/11411/11115/114151441041/1/64111/4711641/041111P41110•10411101Rooillo

wr wash eat. Safe with ner•
warrents,too Try STRAY,D

ONLY 98*
COMPLETE—

.2L.all.diber11.4116-GC.1641140•40i0.

.

NOTHING
ELS
Y

?•4400•NKIt. STRAND HAIR COLORING
Omits of 5 natural Maslen
0440-111ock—Dort Anon
resew Man —tlaat*ova
Ask far it at per Osimakt.

4.0 ...4110.0-0

#

TREMENDOUS BUYS
CARPORT SALE
F,i. E. Sat. May 17-18
4089 Claudette Cove
363-8508
Over fifty named brands childr•n
clothes 2, 3 and 4. Mon shirts
end jackets 504 to $1.00.Exc•II.
ens condition. Lodi's sta. 8.
Bodspaild, lamps, all cli•opi

4..0 40 AO 40-0

•Ilob 41.11.

Free Gifts For Every Customer

MINI WIGS

SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING

\F i1O-N 4 ft
FIRST NATIONAL

8ANKAMERICARD

ONLY $350
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MEN'S WEAR

Deep, Deep Color For Spring Shirts
By WALTER LOGAN
The deep tones apply to stripes ing bow ties.
double pencil stripes; CreighMen's shirts for Spring 1968 and checks too
Hathaway, which emphasized ton's graph paper check in a
represent some sort of revolu- One of the pioneers in this a spread collar in its style BD with alternating colored
tion in the clothing industry, new approach to shirts is Hen- leaders, did such dark colors stripes; Wrenc's basketweave
which likes to boast that men's ry Grethel, dress shirt stylist as Beaujolais — redder than BD with graph-paper checks
fashions represent evolution and product manager for the you'd see most other places — overlaid with a windowpane in
and not revolution. These C.F. Hathaway Co., who began in a fine lawn, light as a hand- contrasting colors; Embassy's
shirts are beat summed up in bringing out darker shades with kerchief. There were also solid revival of the pencil stripe in
a single word — supercolor. the deep French blue which tones in a Swiss chambray twin colors with a collar that
Every year, the cliche goes, everybody is making these which shines almost like can take a pin.
spring shirts become lighter days.
changeable silk. New were
ani brighter. But not this year. "This has been the year of checks and stripes in such colThere are deep blues, deep getting color across," he said. ors as bitter orange, bitter
greens, deep browns, deep "Everyone's more color con- lemon and tonic blue.
orange, deep greys and for the scious — from cars to color Excello emphasized a widemore daring a deep raspberry. television And new colors for spread Dover collar in Asolids
fall will be just as important and in deep tones — apple
with offbeat shades of the green, mustard, French blue,
darker, brighter colors shown apricot and maize. The Avante,
now. Stripes will be more un- a long spredd collar, was in
usual and we like the satin Belgian blue chambray, apristripes popular in Europe, for cot, nutmeg and a deep grey The Marie Baker Service
instance."
green.
Club met recently at the home
A man who might dispute The deep tones extended to of the president, Mrs. Nellie
Grethel's claim to pioneering the permanent press line- of Osborne, and during the busifame is Barry Boonshaft who many manufacturers and Wren, ness session made plans for
makes the deep toned shirts which was traditional button the State Convention to be
Final plans for the annual marketed under the Oleg Cas- down, showed deep colors in held this summer in Humboldt,
stripes and tattersalls and a Tenn.
charity Cocktail and Fashion sini trademark.
Show by the Shamrock Social- "There is a big revolution in "hot" item — a deep cream Named to be delegates were
ites were made when members colors," he said. "The day of ground with a triple widetrack Mrs. Osborne and Mrs. Carrie
met recently at the home of the white shirt has ended, even stripe in green, y e 11 o w and Mabry.
Mr and Mrs. Warthrone Reams in the evening. I like to think blue. Jayson, which was al- Recognition was made of a
myself largely responsible. We most all PP, showed the same convalescent member, Mrs.
on Simpson.
Sarah Chambers. Mrs. Zana
started
last fall with very deep color range as Excello.
The affair will be held on
Sunday, June 9, at the Oates tones and the dark is selling Van Heusen, one of the big Ward made a report on the
Manor auditorium with Mrs. right through the spring. We three popular priced manufac- City Federation.
Gean Thomas as narrator. now have eight deep tones." turers, reported "color run- Other members present were
Members of the organization Some of Boonshaft's shirts ning rampant." In the more Miss Maggie Newsom, Mrs.
will wear clothes representing were the same dark colors in sophisticated group there were Lillie Jefferies, Mrs. Alma
light weight fabrics — French shirts of 80 per cent Dacron Sonia, Mrs. Hattie Maravle,
different countries.
Mabry, Mrs.
Music will be played by thel blue, charcoal, antique gold, and 20 per cent cotton with a Mrs. Carrie
Ethel W y nn, Mrs. Reola
Rockin Robins.
mulberry, pumpkin, fern green, silky lustrous look — and in
Members enjoying a deli- chocolate brown. For spring he such deep tones as blue and Howard, Mrs. Eli zabeth
cious menu at the home of added paprika and emerald green, both in solids and Harris, Mrs. Irene Sanders,
Mrs. Sara Carr, Mrs. Linnie
Mr. and Mrs. Reams were green. Stripes and checks were stripes.
Johnson and Miss B. C. Lenoir.
Mrs. Thelma Hall, Mrs. Doro- against backgrounds of the Enro's contribution to the
Mrs. Linnie Johnson and
thy Pickens, Mrs. Corene Gar- same dark colors. And there high fashion scene were new Mrs.
Ward were guests.
rett, Mrs. Bernice Rogers, Mrs. weren't any button downs — colors such as mint julep (a
Priscilla Burke, Mrs. Etta Mae these were spread collars and very pale green) and indigo, a
Flowers and Mrs. Magnolia a larger point. Formal shirts deep, dark blue. These comO'Neal; president.
were in the same deep colors bined with wide track blazer
Mrs. Rogers will be hostess in a very fine Tottal voile from stripings. There was a new
for the next meeting.
England. There were match- high rising but short spread
collar and a blunt point spread
collar.
A few other highlights: Tru- The male chorus of Trinity
vals' batiste oxford traditional CME Church will present the
buttondown in a two-colored Woodstock High School band
tattersall. Gant's chambray in and choir in concert on Suna window pane pattern with a day afternoon, May 19, at the
straight collar which can be Dave Wells Community Center
pinned. Arrow's dark BD in a at Chelsea and Ayers starting
Dacron/cotton chambray with at 4:30.

rawaire
^

CE

Marie Baker
Service Club

Shamrocks

Holds Meeting

Prepare For

PLUS

Fashion Show

Woodstock
To Play, Sing

Coatdress Look - Cool Favorite

KROGER WILL GLADLY
ACCEPT YOUR

FOOD
STAMPS
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

ROUND

STEAK la,
U.S. Choice Tenderay

99'
.59c
.
a 29c
.33c

SIRLOIN STEAK

a

U.S. Choice Tenderay

CHUCK STEAKS
Fresh, Picnic -Style

PORK ROAST
Kroger Fresh

SPLIT BROILERS

First
Cuts,
lb. 49c

CENTER-CUT RIB

9

PORK
CHOPSib

/ WITH TOP VALUE STAMPS
Group Savings Plan

•=110

The Old Saint Paul Baptist Church In West Memphis
recently got a new Outdoor Lighted Sign...
AT NO COST TO CHURCH OR MEMBERS
What does your Church or Club need ?
Call Mrs Camila Crenshaw at 272-2125
and tell her what you need. She will give
you details on the Top Value Stamps
Group Savings PLAN

1cr
0011

PIES

TELL-,-J
wrno
Real fruit emon, orange, lime, mint, grape
or cherry Vodkas. For
bright, refreshing
drinks with no mixing.
In pints and fifths.

OLD Mr. BOSTON

D EA

rirnP

VODKAS
o PROOF
OIL BOSTON anyluta Ills.. INTON. NUL

JUMBO DASH
KROGER CATSUP
°mien,
Turkey,
Bed, 8 01

SIMIUC LIOUID

for

EMBASSY

SALAD DRESSING
M268

SIZES 846
WE NOMINATE PRINTED PATTERN M268 by
Leslie Fay as the dress most likely to keep its cool
(and yours) all summer long. Especially if you sew
it in non-wilting Dacron, cotton ottoman or linen.
Note the princess lines that stream down the front
creating a directly appealing coatdress look. Nothing
fuzzy or fussy about the details, either. Pocket tabs
take a positive slant. Back tab states its message
succinctly. The collar is curved to clear the neck by
a nice margin. Oh yes, it's also simple to make.
Printed Pattern M268 is available in NEW Misses'
Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. Size 12 (bust 34) requires
2 7/8 yards 36-inch fabric.
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Pattern M268
to Chicago Daily Defender, Pattern Department,
P.O. Box 59, Old Chelsea Station, New York N. Y.
10011. (Add 15c for each pattern for first class mailing and special handling.) Please print plainly YOUR
NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP, STYLE NUMBER and
SIZE.
FIRST TIME EVER! NEW 1968 COUTURE PATTERN BOOK stars a spectacular. American a n d
world-wide fashion collection. More patterns than
ever—dresses, gowns, suits, coats, sportswear. Plus
50c free coupon—apply to any $1 pattern in Book.
Send 60c.
New INSTANT SEWING BOOK helps you to
wear tomorrow what you start% sewing today. 500
Illustrations. Only 0.00.

•

35c

Quart

FLOUR

Plain or Self-Rising

49'
12c
19c

EATMORE

SOLID OLEO

1-1b.

KROGER

1 -lb.

SALTINES

box

TOMATO JUICE

3

SWANSDOWN

CAKE MIXES

1-113. 3 oz.
Pkg.

25c

COKES

tOP
vs1,13

1111111:

59e

Qt.

PITEW

gp

ir
1111111,1;iiiiri

3 1

is
als

etas.

is

1:1:11111111

To-State Defsailer

MOTHERS BEST

MEAL
Plain Of
SCIVR1$111g
Sib
bag

IMATERMEL
ra

25c

molt tetic coupon ev,ri any ruirlitiona1 parcbour,
•rclatiing tobacco and freak or frozon milk
productt. GOOD THRU TUES., MAT 21.
LIMIT ONE.

Tasty, Jumbo, California

STRAWBERRIES

13-oz.

ao.

KROGER
1 -qt. 14 oz. 100
Cans

39c

.r!ro(1e31111
sow

5-1b.
bag

26-oz.
Bottle

Can

Pepsi
'
s, 7-up or

PILLSBURY

199

Pkg.

N,

Kroger produce is fresh.
wr appe d in CrisPak
clear plastic tans to keep
it

ileshc11 111,

Kroger is an Equal Opportunity tmployer.

/2

Melon

694
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Karen Sanders

Bennett

Will Attend

mittee on Admission as one of Secondary School Youth.
the students to be admitted to Miss Sanders is an eleventh
the 1908 Bennett College Hu- grade student at Hamilton
manities Summer School for High School and is president
of the 11-14 homeroom.
She is a member of the
Beulah Baptist Church where
she serves as painist for the
Sunday School. At Hamilton
High School she is a member
of the Harry T. Cash National
Society and is an alternate to
Girls State. She is a Lt. Col.
NEW DEN ?
of the R.O.T.C. Sponsors for
1968-69, and has attended religious workshops in Green
NEW NOME ?
Lake, Wisconsin

Miss Karen Sanders, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Sanders, 1413 S. Rayner Street,
has been selected by the Com-

WANT TO
ADD A
BUILD A

ADD A NEW ROOF?
BUILD OR REMODEL
YOUR CHURCH?
QUEEN CONTESTANTS —
The lovely young ladies shown
above vied for the coveted titie of "May Queen" of Owen
College. The contestants were

CALL

& H Building And Remodeling

KAREN SAUNDERS

CONGRADULATIONS
TO ALL

cia McWright, Effie Richmond,
Linda Taylor, Sheridan D. Taylor and Jerrell Weatherspoon.
(Continental Photo )

100 Is Planned

Some 100 girls are being re- The enrichment program is ing, cooking, handicrafts and
through dramatics.
cruited to participate in a five- designed for girls nine
17 and will be held June 27- Interesting trips are planned
week program for girls during July-31.
and will give the girls a chance
the summer.
A variety of activities are to fill these summer days with
being offered, and will include meaningful activities.
swimming and classes in sew- As enrollment will be limited, girls will be registered on
a first come, first serve basis.
Registration is 50 cents. The
five-week program is free.
Girls may enroll by obtaining applications from the Sarah
Brown YWCA branch at 1044
Mississippi blvd. More information may be obtained by
calling Miss Barbara Neal at MAIM 1101111110N WONKY•OS PROOF•OM.OWNS=MIL CO.,inuassim,
948-0493.

i

MARTIN LUTHER KING
MEMORIAL MEDAL

1968 GRADUATES

A keepsake to cherish!

2 for. 1 offer
8 By10 Or 5141 Portrait
Get One Free
Special offer. to Graduates OUR 58th YEAR
Bey One

• Complete kivith
keychain

PETITION TO REMOVE
HENRY LOEB
FROM MAYOR'S OFFICE

• Can be detached
to wear as
pendant
• Rich gold color

HOOKS BROTHERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
228 Linden Ave.

Program For

Enrichment

TEL. 948-6596
LICENSED AND BONDED

Bobbie Boose, Nina Brown,
Paula Braswell, Dorothy Cox,
Kathie Cunningham, Rolene
Harding, LaVerne Hill, Pali+.

00

$

T. R. McLEMORE

this includes
tax and postage

Memphis, TM,

actual
size
1-1/8"

NOTICE

GOODFRIEND CLEANERS
699 S. Lauderdale Would Like For
All of their cust. to know AU
Claims will he paw.
We Are looking forward to serving
Again, Thanks tor your patience
Will Open May 9.

-------ORDER BY MAIL
Enclose cash or money order only
Allow 2 weeks delivery

75SSA Associates, P.O. Box 2812
Memphis, Tenn.. 38128
I enclose S

medals.

for (how many?)

Address
State

McLemore, who
Theodore
, had been employed in the
Memphis Post Office for nearly 45 years, retired on April
30. In point of seniority, he
was the top man on the carriers' list.
For 25 years, he worked at,
the Crosstown Station servicth e Central-Belevedera I
ing
Area. Later he transferred to
the Main Post Office and
served Court Square and the
Lincoln American Tower for
almost 20 years.

Name

City

T. R. McLemore
Retires From P.O.

Zip Code

Mr. McLemore delighted in
rendering service to his partons
a
and r e c ently received
Superior Performance Award.
As one patron expressed it
recently, Mr. McLemore w a s
thought of as "one of the
government's public relations
men."

You always
knew there was
a special island
for you.

Mr. McLemore was graduatLeMoyne College
ed from
with the class of 1921, and,
working with the development
program, has maintained his
identity with the sclfool ever
since.
He is a former president
of the LeMoyne Alumni Association and served as chairman of the committee to roganize the General Alumni
Association. He is a member
of the Trustee Board of the
college and has served as its
secretary/ for 25 years.

St.John

St.Thomas
•

em,
•10

SO
••

4.
4•111

DO

For some people it's swinging St. Thomas. Once a pirates' stronghold. Now the
Riviera of the Caribbean. St.
Thomas is a carnival. Surrounded by aquamarine
waters. Covered with flaming hibiscus. With luxury
hotels and friendly guest
houses. Cool rum drinks and
hot steel bands. Cosmopolitan cuisine and international
bargains. Shops filled with
silks, perfume, china, cameras (take home $200 worth
duty-free, including five
fifths of liquor). If you love
to be where the action is, St.
Thomas is your island.

St.Croix
St. Croix belongs to the old
world. When things were
less hectic and much more
elegant. Roam through the
old Danish streets of Christiansted. See magnificent
feudal estates with names
like Contentment, Upper
Love, Lower Love, Jealousy.
There's old-world time to
tee off on the new 18-hole
championship golf course.

St. John is the quiet one.
Small, intimate and serene.
The island that time forgot.
Old plantation ruins covered
with wild flowers. Secluded
cottages on spectacular
beaches. Brilliant coral gardens. Gourmet food and gracious hospitality.
Visit the Virgin Islands.
They'll begin to work their
magic while you're swimming,sunning,sailing,snorkeling, sight-seeing and
shopping. Slowly and mysteriously you'll discover that
one of the islands has bewitched you—and become
your special island.

See your travel agent or write U.S. Virgin Islands Government Information Center.
•r• se 10 Wt•t 41) St root New York. N.Y 104120

• 0,..4.711.•••••••••—

,
40

•

••••••

CHANGE CITY CHARTER RECALL PROVISIONS
FOR MAYOR AND CITY COUNCILMEN
We, the undersigned citizens of Memphis, being resident and eligible voters and
taxpayers of the City of Memphis, Shelby County,'Tennessee, do HEREBY PETITION
THE ELECTION COMMISSION OF SHELBY COUNTY, TENNESSEE, to call an election of a CHARTER COMMISSION of seven (7) members,_chosen at large by the
voters of the City of Memphis, in a municipal election in said City of Memphis at the
next general state election in August or November, 1968, following the filing of this
petition. Said Charter Commission is to be elected for the purpose of proposing amendments to the Home Rule Charter of Memphis -to voters of said City, which will remove
Henry Loeb from the office of Mayor, and establish new provisions for recalling and/or
removing the mayor and city councilmen, and provide safeguards against higher taxes.
Name

Ward

Precinct

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

When he fully recuperates
from an illness, he plans to
resume studies at the University of Tennessee. Mr. McLemore and his wife, Mrs.
Velma R. McLemore, reside
at 1847 Netherwood.

14.

Christ Temple To
Have Ladies Day

Address

1.

A member of Metropolitan
Baptist Church, he is a deacon, Sunday School teacher
and president of its Brotherhood.

Christ TemRle, 907
The
Lauderdale St. will hold its
annual Womens Day on Sunday,
May 19, At 3 o'clock. The guest
speaker will be Mrs. Loretta
H. Kates. She is a member of
St. John Baptist Church on
Vance Ave. The Public is invited. Rev. J.C. Stuart, Pastor
Mrs. B. Generette, Chairman.

The U.S.Virgin Islands

'4110••• •• '.--.

In 1963, Mr. McLemore was
presented the LeMoyne National Alumni Award for distinguished service. Active in
civic work, he is a member
of the board of directors of
the Memphis Art Council, a
former president of the 35th
Ward Civic Club and presently president of the GlenviewAssociaM a nor
Edgewood
tion.

and to

13.

15.
NOTE: This is NOT Recall Petition; This IS a PETITION TO ELECT A CHARTER
COMMISSION TO REMOVE HENRY LOEB from the Mayor's Office—WITHOUT
WAITING two (2) years.
IF YOU ARE NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE YOUR NAME WILL NOT BE
COUNTED! DO NOT SIGN ANYBODY'S NAME BUT YOUR OWN! YOU CAN NOT
SIGN FOR YOUR HUSBAND, WIFE OR FRIEND! SIGN ONLY YOUR OWN NAME!
The Constitution of the State of Tennessee, Article XI, Section 9, says that 14,500
signatures (10% of the voters cast in the last City election) are necessary to call as
election of a Charter Commission. If a Charter Commission is elected in August, 196a,
the Charter Commission can propose changes to the Ctty of Memphis Charter and
Henry Loeb can be voted out of office in November, 1968.
15,000 SIGNATURES OF REGISTERED VOTERS ARE NEEDED BEFORE JUNE
1, 1968! SIGN AND RETURN TO — BOX 311, Memphis, Tennessee, 38161

41.-4.•es
rrP1.1101e.
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—
renewal had plans of taking!
over the property. Bishop: °
Johnson is now asking the
owners to do something about
these people's plight
j
At a Board meeting on Mon- ,
day the board was told by the
In an effort to bring the happen to the people
living in MHA staff that applications
plight of the slum tenants of the run down houses in the for survey and planning fund
second area, that is the area will be completed on May 20
the Beale St. area to the at-!
that would be touched by urban Project No. 2 is that portion
tention of their landlords, and
renewal.
of Beale Ave. Urban Renewal
present an idea on how to betThe
owners
their
of
ter
this area have area between Danny Thomas
conditions, Bishop
Blvd. and Orleans St. HUI)
Johnson called on the Housing refused to make any
Authority to find what would in this area because repairs' has promised to give prompt
urbanR)onsideration for the No 2
-
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Beale Landlords
Say 'No' To Tenants

Owen Holds
May Week
During this past week Owen
College has held one of its
most exciting weeks — The
May Week Festival. It started
in the Continental Ballroom
of the Holiday Inn on South
Third. The theme of the ball
was "A Night of Elegance and
Beauty." Its purpose was to
pick Miss May Queen, who was
Miss Pat McWright

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

TWO SONS REMEMBER
— Mrs. Evelyn Hunter of
462 Jacklyn admires two
cards sent to her from two
sons just before Mother's
Day The card on the right
was purchased by Priy ate
Ronald
an Hunter, t S
an Diego,
Nianne Corps,
Calif., for 51.50, while the
one on the left '.'.as made

The girls had to go through
hard competition which included Bathing Suit Competition
Talent Competition, and Even
The
ing Gown Competition
May QUIMN1 contestants were
Nina Brown, Bobbie loose,
Paula Braswell, Dorothy Cox,
Ruthie Cunningham, Rolene
Harding, LaVerne Hill, Patricia McWright, (May Queen,)
Effie Richmond, Linda Birteal
Taylor, Sheridan Dianne Taylor, and Jerrell Weatherspoon.

from three sheets of paper
by another son, Earnest
W Hunter, who is serving
senetnce in the state
penitentiary at Nashville.
-This proves that no matter where children are, or
how far away they may be,
they never forget their
mother on Mother's Day."

The Judges were, Mrs. Carolyn Freeman, instructor, Mrs
Bernice Sells, president, Faculty Women and Faculty wives
of University Community, Mrs
Florida Haynes Thomas, instructor at H a m ilton High
Scho, Rufus Jones, president of Jones and Associates
into action by The City Beauti- Real Estate and Insurance Co.,
Elmer Moore, Jr., president of MISS MAY QUEEN — Miss
ful Commission aided by MAP Moore's Real Estate Com- Patricia McWright, daughter
South. Parents, children, social pany.
of Mrs. Susanna McWright of
workers and friends all took a The winner was given a 1305 So. Lauderdale, winner of
hand in building the park.' scholarship.
the May Queen pagent held

A

City Beautiful's Instant Park,
Sparks Good Race Relations ; °t
Many mothers in the 500
block of Linden ave. feared letting their children out after
school because many of them
would go and play in the rat
infested, dog manured vacant
lot at 575 Linden. Saturday
much of the apprehensions was
wiped away, what one youth
jokingly called "The Most
Soulful city Beautiful Organization In The Country."
In four and a half hours 175
, black and white citizens transformed a filthy vacant lot into
a well-equipped park and playground.

f7 IS a anti

Dr.Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)

He performed the first
successful heart operation.
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident

gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local academy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provident Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation

697'ceit
911ente
di
MEMPHIS'
LARGEST FOOD STORES

EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)

BIRTH OF AN IDEA:ti.

Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphurdrugs, blood transfusion—today surgical
necessities—were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or gny
other surgeon, the man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan was born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to- the truly great "Ingenious Americans".

The idea began when Mr.
William E. Shelton 3rd, head
of City Beautiful organization
in Memphis, told members of
the group "Let's forget the
frills, let's take our money an
do something constructive with
it."
The group came up with the
idea of instant parks or mini
parks. Money came out of the
clean up campaign, and not the
city funds.
Mr. Shelton got together
with Father Martin of St. Patrick's Catholic Church together they went to MAPR
South, who in turn got the
people who help transform the
park into a playground. The
group chose an area in City
Beautiful,
member
Mattie
Sengstacke's district.
Saturday's activities were put

CLASSIFIED

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON

HOME FOR SALE

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 86 PROOF.THE OtD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO.,FRANKEORT & LOUISVILLE,KY.

Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Dr. D. H. Williams? It's 8" tali, made of
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Williams story. It costs $5.00 (which is what it
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865,Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

1677 WALKER. Custom Built three
Bedrooms. two Bath Brick, in excellent condition. Lovely carpeting. Kitchen with wentahood and nice gas range,
distance Roselle school,
could be used as a duplex. Walking
Call Mrs. Robert Johnson
853-4433
Ken Rhineberger Realtor
278-3252

SURE CURE FOR

during "A Night of Elegance
and Beauty." Miss McWright
will reign over the May Week
activities at Owen College tlas
week. (Photo joy Continent())

MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
FRED MONTESI

MEAL
SELF RISING

FRED MONTESI
5 lb
Bag

3

VEG. OLEO
5

DUKES
HOMEMADE

Lb.

MAYONNAISE2
GLAD

35
Limit Qt.
I ARMOUR'S

KRAFT
AMERICAN SLICED

TREET
GARBAGE
CHEESE
BAGS
Oz '
CTN BOX 35', 1249
FREDMONTESI
PULLMAN LOAF

BREAD

8

YELLOW OTRS.1

19

3 limit
24 oz
LUCKY LEAF

8 oz

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

SOFTEX

TISSUE 3 Limit

9

MAXWELL HOUSE

2PLY
4 Roll PKG.

or
%)!

COFFEE
/12 PRICE SALE 139

APPLE JUICE 9;0
1.‘•

26 Oz. Jar

LG

CRISCO

SNOWDRIFT

QM.
•
ON.

VEG SHORTENING

3
Lb
Can

3
Lb

Can

./0
••••
.11

•••••
.:1•0

With coupon clad &SAO wilditlees1 piefelhose.
vamp of mopes maralossollise (Irak silk procts ea
tobacco els* siselhoded in camollapies with stet* 141,4•

DOOM CHARGER
ONLY

DOWN
seal.OF
VALUE

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TIRES 22.5 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEELCOYERS

NOTES
$85"

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
48 YEARS WITH DODGE

1170 UNION AVE.

41

WITH COUPON
LIBBY'S UNSWEETENED

GRAPEFRUIT

ANCLUDNIC
TAX

27541143

Os. cemoPee Poe
May 2211•1.

3 limit

ROYAL VALLEY

STRAWBERRIES

MICE
46 Oz.

Meek

lein I IY• COUP..

10
OZ.

vier

2 Limit

Pkg.

for

.110.
411.
•••••
•
•••••
•
•••••
•
••••
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THE LAW SERVES YOU

Charles Tate Receives
Promotion In Dayton

Boating Regulations Will
Be EI.49..rCieCt0..Ipilinv

Charles E. Tate of 333 West-Isell Tate, 1003 Ramona, Mem
wood Avenue, Dayton, Ohio, phis, is chairman of the Dayhas received a management- ton Alliance for Racial Equalilevel promotion at Use Defense ty (DARE), and is a board
Electronics Supply Center member of Ascension, Inc., a
(DESC), Dayton, Brigadier coin in unity service organizeGeneral Glen J. McClernon, tion.
USAF, center commander, has
announced.
Mr. Tate, a supervisory procurempent analyst, is employed
as chief of the Contract Review Office in the Directorate
of Procurement and Production.

SATURDAY, MAY 18, 968

talk compartment.
regulations for the ventilation A new time limit also has
of boating accidents. If an ac- been placed on the reporting
cumulation of exhaust fumes in of boiatng accidents. If an ac
the boat. All motorboats, ex- cident results in property
cept open boats, using fuel hav- damages in excess of $100 or a
According to the Minas State ing a flashpoint of 110 degrees personal injury which incaBar Association, the new re- F. or less must be fitted pacitates a person for more
gulations were adopted by the with at least two ventilator than 72 hours, a report must
Illinois General Assembly last ducts, fitted with cowls or be filed within five days to the
year, but did not become ef- their equivalent for the ef- Department of Conservation
fective until the boating sea- ficient removal of explosive or An accident involving loss of
son was over and it was too Inflammable gases from the life must be reported within 48
late for them to become well- bilges of every engine and fuel hours. ,
known or widely enforced.
There are some
for those who go down to the
lakes and streams in sailboats and motorboats. ,

Sam Qualls
Golf Club
Plans Match

He entered Federal Civil
Service during September, 1955
with DESC's predecessor, the The Sam Qualls Golf Club is
Dayton Air Force Depot. From having a Scotch Foursome on
September, 1952 to August, Sunday, May 19, at the Riv1954 he served in the U.S. Ar- erside Golf Course.
This year will be a different
my Medical Corps, 16 months There will be two
flights in
story. Enforcement of the new
of which were spent in Japan the Scotch
Foursome, one flight GETS PROMOTION —
Clernoa, USAF, right, comliam L Sims, USMC, di- Boat Registration and Safety
and Korea. He was decorated for the men.
center,
Tate,
mander
Charles
of
E.
the
Defense
rector
of Procurement and Act is the job of the State Dewith the Army Commendation
Electronics Supply Center,
Is presented managementpartment of Conservation offiProduction at DESC.
Medal.
The entry fee will be three level promotion by BrigaDayton, Ohio. Seen with
cials and other authorized podollars. Prizes will be given to dier General Glen J. Mcthem at left is Col. Willice officers. They have authoriA native of Memphis, Tenn., the first
three finishers in all
ty to board any vessel to The Central Diocese of the day night was given by MinisMemof
graduate
a
1948
is
he
three flights. A cocktail party
check on compliance
with Church of God in Christ ended ter Joe Holloman, state superphis' Booker T. Washington will follow
the presentation of
safety standards. Any vessel a series of workers last Sun- intendent of the Sunday School
High School. A 1968 nominee. prizes.
hailed by an inspection officer, day at the Faith Temple Departmenst.
for a Sloan Fellowship, he isl
the law says, must stop and Church of God in Christ at State Young People's Willing
a 1955 graduate of LeMoyne A Scotch Foursome consists
lay to.
822 Kerr ave.
College. Memphis. with a BA of two separate teams, two men
Workers Night was celebrated
Delivering the sermon on
degree in history and econom- and two women. The best ball
One of the new rules is that Officials Day was Bishop J. A. on Thursday with Elder G.
ies.
of either member of the team
'sailboats, like preserver, ring Howell, also pastor of Faith Howard giving the message.
is played.
buoy, buoyant vest or buoyant Temple.
Mr. Tate is married to the
Evangelist and Missionary
In that portion of the on- dogs.
men threw some of them on
cushion must be in good and
former Florence G r inn e r, Men competing in the Scotch ginal Beale Street Urban Re- In an interview with some of their trucks, and we buried
Winston gave the
underway
meetings
Thelma
got
The
serviceable condition and be
Foursome cannot compete in the
message on Friday
on
Tuesday
night,
spirational
90
April
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Men's Flight, because handi- newal Project from Danny the mothers in the 600 block the others.
on Beale, where ,they said the "That didn't help much, for of a type approved by the with a prayer and consecration night. She is also state superry Grinner, Germantown Road, cap play is to be observed in Thomas to Orleans St., which garbage was picked up for there are some old rats that U.S. C o a at Guard. This service.
visor of the Women's Departthe Housing Authority decided the first time since the begin have been here for years. equipment must be within easy The sermon on Wednes- ment.
Bartlett, Tenn. The Tates are that flight.
•
recently to abandon temporari- ning of strike in Feb., only They go from one house to the reach of all persons on board.
the parents of three children:
Versos Simmons and EmmItt ly, rats are reported to be last
Another
requirement
new
Geri, Greg and Brian.
Wednesday, said they other whenever they get ready.
Adkins are reporters for the "as large as cats" in some wanted a chance
to speak If you close up one hole, they calls for the registration of all
Mr. Tate, son of Mrs. Cas- Sam Qualls Golf Club.
sections, and able to "whip" out against reports that the open up another. I have
traps sailboats over 12 feet in
piled up garbage .was the I have kept in my house ever length.
cause of rats being in the since I have been here, try- Every
such sailboat must
area.
ing to protect my three chil- have an identification number
Mrs. Victoria Moore, 611 dren.
issued by the state or by the
Beale (rear,) said "I have
Mrs. Morris also
federal
government or other
said"
lived here for years and I There are
spiders in this house state having a federally-apkeep my house as clean as also, as
big as a quarter. proved numbering system. The Many people don't realize lem. You ask why haven't
possible. We sweep and clean "The landlord
stays around number must be displayed on the seriousness of the March we been able to learn from
the yard with a broom, but, just .long
enough to collect the both sides of the bow of the on Washington. Some are look- past mistakes, it is simple,
still there are rats, big rats, rent. If
we miss one month, boat in block letters at least ing on it as just another "Those who forget history
big and brown that are not he is ready
march, but this march has are doomed to repeat it."
to put us out."
three inches in height.
afraid of people."
a
the future and security of this Many of our white brothers
Mrs. Betty Sanders, an el"At night, they find their derly lady
known as "Miss The requirements are the country hinged on it, also are so busy holding the blackway into my kitchen by way Betts"
who lives at 611 Beale same as those previously in the future security of the Black man down and pitting the poor
of tunnels and rat holes."
People of America is involved. blacks against the poor whites,
(downstairs; )"I moved here effect for motorboats.
Last week, they pulled my
This march marks the last they have forgotten the past.
Thanksgiving, 194 and there
pot off the stove. I have a were
rats here then. .. plenty The Act increases the fee for great effort to show that nongarbage can with a lid on it. of
'em. I can show anybody boat registration from $3 to $4, violence can work. It could If this country doesn't do
SIMI
The rats push and pull the
poor
about its
anytime where to find them. and certificates of registration end in triumph or disaster, something
can across the room, even Day
a
and night you see them expire after two years, in- depending on what Congress people now, as SCLC ask, the
though I leave no garbage in walking
change will be disasterous and
1
We'ro Offering Big Sayings On Maytag During May!
around . . . some- stead of three. The pocket- does.
it. They sometime run when I
bloody. The time is now, next
certificate
must
size
availabe
times playing with one anturn the lights on at night.
ble for inspection any time Russia, Rome, France and week might be too late, join
other."
When the lights are turned
the motorboat or sailboat is in Greece faced the same prob- the Poor People's Campaign."
off, they come back out again," "I shall never forget, not operation.
long ago I went out of my
she said.
Mrs. Irene Morris, 613 Beale house and slammed the door,
V
I
rear, said: "After the gar- and came back, one of the
bage was picked up this week, biggest rats I ever saw was
we saw holes in the ground sitting on my pillow wiping
and I know rat holes when I his face. He didn't run . . .
MAKES YOU LOOK
just walked away."
see them, for I have been
OLDER
THAN YOU ARE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
seeing them for 14 years in Mrs. Glendora Price,
mother of two children, and
and around this house. About
SUITS
a O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGR
five of us ladies decided to secretary of Map South Block
Clubs Number i and 2, said:
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
chase the rats out of the holes
"My house is clean because
while the
garbage trucks I mop
MONEY LOANED
it at least seven days Is
were here."
a week. "I have two children,
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
"After we started them to
and I shall never forget one AT YOUR DRUGGIST
running out, the garbage men
176 A 171I REAL STREET SA 6.5300
helped us kill them. We count- night last year when I woke
ed between 55 and 60. The up to see what I thought was a
cat, but was a large rat staring
at my two children, as they
slept. The next day I conLOAN OFFICE
tacted Map South to see if
they could get the Health Dept.
TERMITES- ROACHES
162-164-161 REALE ST
to do something about this
WATER RUGS-RATS
entire neighborhood."
Lltiosed sod Bonded
MONEY TO LOAN
"I've been here about all my
CALL US SEPORE YOU AU
days, and the rats have been
ON
ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
EAULARRASSED
just as bad, said Mrs. Price.
CHURCH NEWS
We had a cat, but after seeing
"TIE RILL TO LIYI"
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
Regular preaching services him just staring at
the rats,
CALL
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
were held at the Beech-Grove we decided he was of no
use.
baptist church Sunday with the Then we got a dog, but
the
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Reverend R. L Emmery offi- rats whipped the dog."
"So
ciating.
you see, We have had rats
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No Payment
marked the second anniversary
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Diocese Holds Workers
Meet At Faith Temple

Cat-Sized Rats Reported In Area
Of Beale Street Urban Renewal

Washington March
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